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1. Introduction

The opportunities, role and the context of housing associations (HAs) is in development and in
light of many dynamics of the surrounding world the housing associations are changing too. Every
day it is a well spoken subject in newspapers and operating questions are surrounded. After the
reading of paper news, articles and literature about the housing association (HA);
, the subject attracted
more and more of my interest. The interest in; causations between global and local trends, the
innovation in field of data/knowledge, real estate and housing, the changing housing preferences,
vacancy versus overcrowded and the unclear policy decisions. The principles and strategies of
Housing associations are set long time ago and we might should be wondered about the necessity
and efficiency of their operating nowadays. What should be done and possibly be changed in the
inter organizational, internal business? What about the organizational structure and role, the
collaboration, partners and the opportunities in our rapidly, continuing changing society?

STRATEGY ENRICHMENT
Through an enlightening and refreshing look at the housing associations’ business model and
acting, a sustainable insight on their operational and management strategy can be gained to
ensure and sustain their right to exist. The enrichment through proper insights in strategy
opportunities. Insight in their future possibilities and high potential (new) ways to go.
‘Future proof’ in a way that they will be able to act sustainable on their market (pro )position,
financial feasible within their authorized borders and (social ) profitable, in our rapid changing
society in coming years.

RESEARCH ‘CIRCLE’
Why?
Maintaining stability, control, value and certainty, towards the strategy of housing associations –
‘the start of exploiting opportunities!’ Embedding the improvement of business case modeling,
from the societal point of view, could be the way to focus on organizations’ needed capacity,
unique selling points, focus and so their sustainable and enriched strategy.
How?
The strategy decision support model will be used for understanding
organizations’ range of change opportunities from an actual
business model environment.
What?
Social and Dynamic business case modeling – Strategy Enrichment.
Graduation thesis STRATEGY ENRICHMENT
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1.1. Problem definition & research context
The world is changing continuously at a rapid pace, while most organizations are focused on
maintaining stability, control and certainty. To survive, every organization that creates and delivers
value must generate enough revenues to cover its expenses. Every, so a profit and non profit
organization, is in need of an appropriate business model that is answering market needs and
trends. Nowadays housing associations are struggling with their organizational business, their
balance between focusing on social returns or financial returns, and their way of acting; defensive
or prospective? Should a housing association act in the field of social housing management or in
the field of profitable real estate business? They need to get inspired, they have to learn and get
activated (Vliet, 2013; Calon, 2013; Gruis V. , 2010). There is a lot of rumor in the world of housing
associations about their entrepreneurial and commercial way of acting. Their social embedding is
exposed to risks and their strict and authorized working space remains a topic of discussion
(Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken en Koninkrijkrelaties, 2014; WSW, 2014; Leaufort, organisatie
en mensen, 2014).

Housing associations are facing a problem;

‘ through societies’ dynamic and continuous change, and their static acting
as missing strategy response to it. Without improved development of their
value chain, revenue streams and the assurance of their future oriented
business proposition within a few years, housing associations will be forced
to lower their investments in new buildings, restructuring, and social and
project oriented development. These strategy decisions need to be made in
addition to the urgent lowering of their expenses, on the themes as;
maintenance, service, quality of life and (organizational) sustainability ’.

Housing associations are civil society organizations with their task to facilitate housing for those
that are not sufficient to finance it by themselves. Facilitating housing, living environments and
service are the key activities of HAs. Housing associations are committed to facilitate affordable
and good living. Their social economic task is stabilizing those facilities (Weijer & Bervoets, 2012
5). Through political and social debates about the financial continuation abilities of housing
associations, the polarized discussion arises on their entrepreneurial business decisions last years.
The financial position and capabilities of HA reached their authorized limits. Governmental
regulation and development, and the cost increases in today’s society, and additional the locked
housing market, are causing the deterioration of the finance and business proposition of the
sector. The governmental agreement is reinforcing this development. Investments by housing
associations are and stay under pressure; this will lead to cash shortfalls on short term
(Dreimuller, Gruis, & Snoeijs, 2013; Smeets & Doevendans, Beheer van wonen , 2013). On the
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medium term, new building, maintenance and expected social activities will be adversely affected.
The question housing associations need to answer is based on their sustainable, feasible and
continuous character. ‘Are we able to perform sustainable and future oriented when opportunities
are locked by governmental regulations, and how will we stay able to secure our business
proposition now and in future?’
Housing associations’ internal policy
In the operational field of housing associations the core business is based on policy restrictions
and decisions, strategy and risks management by portfolio / asset management. Which strategy is
needed to ensure the right housing portfolio towards the residential needs, an adequate and
proper housing stock, for coming years?
Strategy decisions of HA are covering an expansive period of operation; sometimes those decisions
are influencing operational periods of 30 years. Necessary is to know what causations these
policies will bring on short and on long term. But how does a housing association look in the right
and resilient way to their organization for over five years? A multiannual planning of housing
associations is often constructed by concrete building and maintenance plans, besides the service
and social embedding. This planning consists of hard plans for the first years, and the so called soft
plans for which an intention exists which are usually scheduled in later years. Organizational
results show the progress of those plans (Achtenhagen, Melin, & Naldi, 2013). Ambitious housing
associations do develop in their entrepreneurial plans over years, and aspired implementation as a
response on the market; they are acting prospective as a social innovator. The other,
unfortunately the majority, HAs are less entrepreneurial and do not implement their soft
scheduled plans and besides operate with their focus on control. These housing associations are
acting defensively and expecting to ensure their actual position. The operation management is
based on stability, control and maintenance instead of innovation and prosperity. The
understanding of actual and coming customer needs is therefore incorrect in most cases, because
of the outdated policy, which is still implemented in the organizations’ strategy (Jong R. d., 2014).
To sketch a reliable view on the market and business proposition of housing associations, the full
statement for longer period should be taken into account. The approach of the strategy statement
should be ‘out of the box’, future oriented, and open minded to give a clear and honest view on
the (future) business proposition and requested position of housing associations.
‘Research challenge’
The current policy of housing associations does not fit the current governmental regulations, the
financial possibilities and realistic organizational opportunities; in relation to customer needs. In
complement these factors should form the resilient business proposition of HAs to define their
future proof policy (Tegel & Hoof, 2011; Demil & Lecocq, 2010).
The challenge of this research is to gain insight in the ever changing (social) business organization
model and the development of a strategy decisions support model in the field of Housing
associations’ policy and context. The model should give insight in the organization’s needed
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capacity, unique business proposition, focus and so their strategy (Teece, 2010). A model for
understanding organizations’ ‘range of change opportunities’, from an actual business model
environment. The key trends, industry forces, market forces and macro economic forces are
affecting variables of the model that are influencing the present business proposition of housing
associations.

1.2. Research perspective
The research perspective is determined by practical, scientific and personal factors. The base of
this research is approached by the perspectives and todays’ questions about Dutch housing
associations. This thesis is contributing to the finding of a social entrepreneurial, future proof and
continuing opportunity for housing associations, This means that the starting principle of this
research is formed by the business proposition in the facilitation of social housing, living
environment and services. The Dutch housing associations are in a critical situation in which they
are searching for their favorable strategy, within determining factors for future policy towards
sustainable and feasible housing associations. For these organizations, legitimacy and their right to
exist in years is becoming the more and more important; through competitors in the field of
facilitating housing, the changing of residential needs and preferences, governmental regulations
and their own financial gap (Boonstra, Steensma, & Demenint, 2008). Another useful perspective
approach would be by the perspective of the municipality (government). Considering that the
government will obtain more responsibilities and power in the decision making process towards
HAs’ ambition, target and strategy. Therefore, it will benefit society to a larger extent when
organizations are able to address the societal problem by inter organizational collaboration
solutions.
Gieling Consultancy
From Gieling Consultanies’ perspective these approaches are also valuable; the clients related to
concept and business case development are the organizations that are searching for new
opportunities and nowadays solutions. The consulting firm is facing questions related to future
perspectives and feasible scenarios. Gieling Consultancy (GC) is, among others, advising and
guiding Dutch municipalities, private companies and housing associations towards their strategy
and policy. With a background in infrastructure, architecture and urban planning the company is
transformed into an organization that is solving complex and integrated issues. GC is developing
new business models and revenue streams in projects, used as new business development
opportunities (Gieling Consultancy, 2014). This pioneering research towards the future proof
business organization model and strategy for housing associations is perfectly fitting the ideas,
strengths and vision of Gieling Consultancy.
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1.3. Research objective
Research incentive
In the ’90s of the previous century, during times of privatization of the corporate sector, the
operational tasks of the housing associations are elaborated. Housing associations obtained more
responsibility in field of facilitating housing, living environment and service, but stayed framed by
the government (Smeets, Bouwstenen 137; sturen op klantwaarde, 2010). The transformation
towards new situations is in need of organizations’ flexibility, open mind and support, by
knowledge and structure. The right transformation and business decisions will strengthen and
ensure their future oriented market position. The intern efficiency and the proper organization
management will only be gained through transparent collaboration and a clear strategy
formulation and operation. To stay in line with current trends and developments and to stay
future oriented, ‘sustainable, feasible and profitable’, any organization (so public and private)
should act like an entrepreneur. Society needs to address innovation and dynamics in their
business model, by connecting the ‘social world’ tot the ‘system world’. The static view on society
allows organizations to build typologies and study their relationships with performance, but the
position of Housing associations is changing rapidly. The transformational view on the business
proposition of your organization deals with the major managerial question of how to change (it)
right and accurate?
(Ernst & Young (branchegroep woningcorporaties), 2013; CFV Centraal Fonds Volkshuisvesting,
2012; Kleijwegt, Boer, & Beltjens, 2014) In several publications the situation of housing
associations is criticized. The housing associations are in a tough situation in which a substantially
questionnaire about their organizational structure is broadly discussed. The fascinating question
towards the future of housing associations should be related to their financial feasibility and the
structure and strategy of their business organization model and proposition. A model in which
their sustainability; their social operating in contrast to an (profit ) enterprise, is secured.
Research value
This research could strengthen the business proposition of a housing association by the
development of specific insight in their dynamic and complex operation. Insight in the future
trends and development that are influencing the business model of housing associations, and the
policy restrictions should be taken into account. The developed decisions support structure should
support the strength and integrality of in and external operational opportunities, the strategy of
the organization and should besides strengthen the insight in housing associations’ ‘status quo’
and their future perspectives (Tegel & Hoof, 2011).
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The research objective can be therefore formulated as follows:

‘ To gain insight in the business model structure from the societal point of
view, defined by the sustainable transformation of housing associations, as
main goal of this thesis, is combining economic prosperity and sustainable
resource management to maintain dynamic stability in time.
Proper insight in this strategy decisions support model, which besides can be
used as valuable support tool (Figure 2), is the research object to be gained ’.

Dynamic consistency, cause and effect, the influence of technology and innovation, and
classification, are complementarities in the process of value creation and maintenance. The
decision support tool reflects on and identifies critical issues relevant for changing and developing
the business organization model, to sustain the value creation of housing associations and
therefore their business proposition. Todays’ development is in need of new ways of thinking. All
enterprises need to be able to anticipate and react on sequences of voluntary and emerging
change (Vereniging van Nederlandse Gemeenten, 2012; Morris, Schindehutte, & Allen, 2005). The
model works as a decision supporting structure for strategizing, critical capabilities decisions and
value creation through accurate management. Housing associations need to get insight in their
acting towards today and future needs of their consumers.
The supporting model structure is not answering in ready made solutions but provides ‘out of the
box’ input and insights for the discussion how the future proof oriented business proposition of
Housing associations will looks like? Besides the model is focusing on; in which organization the
operation expenses and revenues will be well balanced and still authorized? The insights will make
HAs able to make founded and future oriented policy decisions.
The research objective to create proper insight in strategy decisions is visualized in Figure 2. The
HA analysis should be approached (left hand) as organization in a complex and dynamic context,
the society. With HAs’ mission to stabilize and ensure housing for them whose are not (financial)
able to facilitate housing by themselves (right handed), their strategy should be well founded in
both; external variables within society, and future oriented mission development. Their strategy
should be adapted and used as tool to manage their ambitions.
The critical task for every organization (management) is to create a business organization strategy
(model) that is capable to respond to the ever changing society. This research would bring
together; the impact of internal and external strategy and portfolio decisions both in stable and
unstable environmental conditions and their consequent effects on firms’ requested portfolio
and capacities.
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external variables

Housing
Association
(in context)

= Strategy (depending on the set of features)

Mission
(Housing Association)

Support (by influencing 'the way of thinking')

Figure 2.

The research objective is to create ‘strategy support’ through insights in the HA’
actual proposition and strategy decision process, towards their mission.

1.4. Research questions
The research question and sub research questions are divided and appointed below, and are
based on the context, problem definition, research perspective and research objective. To gain the
objective of this research, the following main research question need to be answered.
Sub research questions are created to underline specific needed information, and to support the
research process in the appropriate and targeted direction.

Main Research Question

‘ How should the future proof, ‘sustainable, feasible and
(social) profitable’, Dutch Housing Association operate? ’

Sub research questions
RQ1: What are the core characteristics / key activities of Dutch housing associations (HA) towards
facilitating housing?
What where their starting principles?
What are the changes in policy (regulation/decisions) through years?
RQ2: How does the actual housing market looks like in the field of HA in the Netherlands,
nowadays and in the future?
Which parties (profit and non profit organizations) are acting in field of facilitating housing?
What are the factors/trends, internal and external effects, that are affecting the operations
of housing associations (global, national and on regional level)?
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RQ3: Which variables of business models need to be taken into account in the business
organization case/model for a Dutch HA?
Which business organization model is available to use as reference for housing associations?
How will this business organization model act after implementing them for a HA?
Which business organization model can successfully be used for HA?
RQ4: How does a dynamic business model for housing associations looks like (by the use of System
Dynamics) and work?
What are the business case, external and internal variables that are influencing the business
organization model of the housing association?
What is the present state of dynamics of the business organization model of Dutch housing
associations?
How could the future state of dynamics of the business organization model of Dutch
housing associations look like?

1.5. Research limitations
During the process of this research, limitation decisions need to be taken to make the graduation
research process feasible and manageable in time. The complete question around the role and
operations of Housing associations in their context is complex, wide, challenging and in continuous
development. In light of many dynamics of the surrounding world, they need to anticipate, adapt
and change. This research will enrich the insight in the business proposition of housing
associations through the development of a business model system thinking approach. This
structure should take the future oriented trends and developments, that are influencing the
business model of housing associations and the policy restrictions, into account. The model will
not answer in ready made solutions but will provide input and insights for the discussion how the
sustainable housing associations will look like? Because of the enormous size of variables that will
generate an impact on the business proposition, the research will limit itself to the selected
variables (by the interviewed experts) in process and the perspective chosen.
Objectives for the research are set to manage a limited process. In the model description and
discussion, the model improvements, further research and chosen exclusion (of factors) will be
substantiated. During the process of this research widely influencing variables can occur that need
to be taken into account in the design of the future proof business organization model. Events,
activities and choices need to be founded through research and/or expertise to develop further.
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1.6. Report structure
This research aims to provide knowledge, information, and insights resulting in process outcomes
that will contribute in the change of an existing situation in (HA’ business). Therefor it can be
defined as an process oriented and exploratory research; analysis, formulate, decide, design, and
feedback (Cooper, 2003; Doorewaard, 2010; van de Ven, Engaged Scholarship, 2007). Research
activities are performed in sequence of problem analysis, the challenge formulation of research
objectives, theory building, decision making, research design and problem insight and possibly
solving where obtained. The most important part of the research is to provide knowledge and
insight in the situation of housing associations and their context by exploring the research topic
and consequently formulating the specific research objective, adapted to the problem. Since the
aspired research ambition starts form broad perspective of.
The thesis starts with a comprehensive context description and theoretical framework, which is
firstly done from the viewpoint of housing associations, secondly about Business Models and
concluding from the perspective of future exploration opportunities by trend watching vs. data
analysis. These factors are describing the problem in the market from several point of views and
in the perspective of the HA’ development over the years. This chapter 2 is concluded as ‘problem
framework’, which will function as the definition and limitation of the research. The chapter
elaborates on the main topics and provides information to gain appropriate insight and
perspective and to (partly) answer the sub questions.
In chapter 3, ‘research design & process | an approach to identify housing associations’ business
model opportunities’, the whole process of decisions, design and ‘events’ is elaborated. The
literature and expert interviews on the future proof housing association is combined with
knowledge on and abilities of decision support tools, concerning the evolving process of housing
associations. A pioneering modeling research is conducted for which the variable collection is
based on structured expert interviews, housing associations and research agencies, and publicly
available data (CBS). The chapter will in addition gain insight in the used methods during research
and the research design. The orientating, broaden en deepening study through the combined
techniques; the Business Model CANVAS and decision support tool (System Dynamics). Integrated
the paragraphs discusses and elaborates on the made research steps and model structure design.
The chapter is putting the research process into the valuable perspective through the formulation,
translation, structuring, connecting, and specification of the research process into a dynamic and
social business model structure for the housing association.
In final the thesis ends with a chapter that is presenting the research value, retrospective and
research conclusions. Following an extensive discussion and recommendations on the research
process, the found conclusions, and next valuable steps that could and should be taken in further
research.
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1.7. Summary
Considering the need for solutions, in organizational strategy support and response, this
pioneering research in the field of the business and sustainable opportunities of housing
associations could result in innovative and valuable outcomes.
Organization operation improvement, global actual insight and renewing opportunities could
result in efficiency, failure cost reduction and resulting future proof, customer oriented
organizations. Embedding the improvement of business case modeling, from the societal point of
view, can be the way to focus on organization’s needed capacity, unique selling points, focus and
so their sustainable strategy. This could be approached in the dynamic and future oriented way
and by the help of the design of business organization models.
The strategy decision support model will be used for understanding organization’s range of
change opportunities from an actual business model environment. The key trends, industry
forces, market forces and macro economic forces are affecting variables of the model that are
continuously effecting the actual business proposition of housing associations. The organization
needs to take these dynamic factors into account. Housing associations have to obtain accurate
insight in their ‘status quo’ and should be aware and able to think about social business
opportunities. The housing association should be comfortable in the acting as a social
entrepreneur; in their strictly demarcated but powerful working field (Verschuren, Doorewaard, &
Mellion, 2010; Weersch, 2013).
However, practical barriers still need to be overcome and organizations need strength and
structure that helps perceiving insight in causations. If in future can be examined how future proof
strategy opportunities within social entrepreneurship, control management and maintenance
activities can be realized, and how organizations can easily assess whether and how this could lead
to benefits and into a proper and growing organization, they might feel a stronger incentive to
change their maintenance strategy. Maintaining stability, control and certainty, towards the
strategy start of exploiting opportunities.
A social and dynamic approached business organization model could approach the accurate
insight and so strategy in housings associations’ range or sustainable opportunities.
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2. Problem framework
Extensive literature review and interviews with experts have been performed to provide
knowledge and proper insight in the problem statement, aiming to approach the subject properly
and answer the research question in the most valuable way. Since this thesis is focused on the
sustainable transformation of housing associations (towards their business organization model),
journals, magazines, books, articles and rapports are collected and analyzed. The reliability of the
literature differs due to different backgrounds and different types of journals. The relevance was
examined by pre selection. Only papers that are part of the research scope were assed (i.e.
business (CANVAS) model, housing associations, decision making, strategies, modeling, trends,
system dynamics). The problems that rose in housing associations’ business character and
operating are namely traceable in literature. Strategy transformations are taken and implemented
with inability and ignorance, with mistakes and discussions as a result. The commercialization of
housing associations rose and need to be returned. Interviews with experts in field of
transformation, organizations and/or housing associations have been instrumental in supporting
the scientific knowledge gained from literature. Besides this the experts gave a broad and more
valuable view on the development of a dynamic business model for housing from their own
perspective. They have a lot of experience and knowledge about characteristics of market actors
and trends, strategies, organization acting and/or transformations. Expert input in abstraction,
contributed to a large extent to the relevance and chosen perspective of this research. The
chapter will and up with a conclusion towards the current situation of housing association towards
their business proposition, that will act as the starting point and found/chosen perspective of the
design of the business dynamics model.

2.1. Housing associations
(Leaufort, organisatie en mensen, 2014) The following for the implementation of housing
association is founded in the need of the facilitation of housing, living environment and service.
Because society is changing and law and regulations also, associations’ character is daily discussed
in news. Quick technological innovations and social media are affecting the way of living. Through
decentralization of healthcare en the change in legislation society is asking for new forms of
collaboration from operating parties. The deteriorating of their balance sheet position and returns
are giving the need of budget cuts in operating costs (Aedes, 2013; Sebestova, 2013). In which
field the association needs to operate and which space do they have in need to move and
determining strategy?
The history of housing associations is characterized through the varying proportions between the
government and the organization. De sector is forced to move towards the change in economic
regulation of government. During times of economic crisis, HA are given space by government to
broadly operate in the real estate sector to initiate and develop stimulating new projects. Once
society is becoming economic stable, and/or operations did not go proper on the entrepreneurial
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market, the government is retracting these abilities. Since 1852, when the ‘Vereeniging ten
behoeve der Arbeidersklasse te Amsterdam (VAK)’ was founded, this movement in abilities, status
and trust is occurring.

2.1.1. The housing association in time
The paragraph is based on following literature (Aedes, 2012; Leaufort, organisatie en mensen,
2014; Smeets, Bouwstenen 137; sturen op klantwaarde, 2010; Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken
en Koninkrijkrelaties, 2014) During times of industrialization a high number of workers are moving
the high urban regions. The population of cities is exploding quickly with a shortage of living
space/housing as a result. To solve this shortage problem, first housing initiatives arise. In the most
cases the private industrialists taken initiative to house there workers, but complementary
workers are starting their own workers’ associations to raise their own capital by selling and
renting their houses. A lot of houses are being build with lack of quality with bad living
circumstances as the result. Through dissatisfaction the social resistance in growing and is slowly
reaching government(al organizations). They realize they need to take their responsibility in
facilitating housing and good living conditions for all inhabitants. The first housing associations
turned out in 1852 for social reasons. VAK was founded to deal with the grown housing shortage
and poor living conditions of workers and their families. The first housing association in funded
through the investment of twenty wealthy citizens. Their invested money would be returned up to
three percent. 800 houses are being build during a time of 30 years, as a result several other cities
in the Netherlands took initiative.
Through the bad quality of living, environmental and housing, and the effect on public health the
circumstances are resulting in first central laws of supervision. Rules about building supervision are
monitored by the municipality. The government is becoming shared responsible for the
availability, appropriateness and quality of housings. The first Housing Act marks the relation
between associations and government. In the interests of the improvement of social/public
housing associations are developing to non profit,
connected to
municipalities.
During times of economic growth/boom, around 1930, the associations will be competed away
through private companies. Financial support of government is reaching the end and associations
find themselves in the forces situation to raise their rent, with vacancy and payment defaults as
the result. The economic market is collapsing and the more people are living in poverty. Through
maintain municipalities’ responsibility in facilitating housing en good living conditions they
deciding to lower rent to make living available. Housing associations keep their financial gap but
are becoming the less responsible for their own organization. Municipalities are funding and
regulating housing associations, which results in the more and more dependent organizations. The
association from renters is developed to an association for renters.
After WWII the high housing shortage is resulting in a rapid reconstruction, government is
facilitating and supervising the re building process because of crisis, social uncertainty, high
building costs and no private available money. This facilitating process is provided through
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governmental organizations, housing associations. Strict regulations and quality restrictions by
government are monitoring the society rehabilitation. Housing association became the more and
more an extension of the government, but professionalization instead of volunteering is constantly
trying to improve the structure and reach an appropriate housing stock. In years of high and
flowing economy the Welfare is going strong by building and selling/renting. During years of crisis
in 1973 through the oil crisis the government need to stimulate building and selling again in order
to avoid stagnation. Housing associations are given the roll to facilitate housing and good living
conditions in a subsidized way. HA are becoming partner of municipalities with shared ambitions
and targets.
The last switch in de operation of housing associations occurred around 1990. The core tasks of
the national government are taken over by municipalities or sector organizations. National
supervision will maintain. Subsidies will be reduced and the government will no longer provide
loans. To maintain the low rent target of housing associations and so their right to loan towards
low interest rate, the WSW
is established. The
CFV will give financial supervision.
The process in reshaping HA towards their independent character is developing through
repayment and new investment project to gain new revenue streams.
Constant economic movement during times, industrialization, the Second World War and
economic prosperity, besides the common social ambition for financial independence and
professionalization, is effecting the position and organization of housing associations. Since 2000
the positioning of housing associations is a point of discussion. This is due to their social character,
their responsibilities and abilities, and their continuous changing, broad and responsible position
in society (Leaufort, organisatie en mensen, 2014; Koolma R. , 2008).
o
o
o
o

Are housing associations influencing other (responsibilities of) (private) organizations?
Till which extent, housing associations need to contribute to public housing goals of
national government?
What is the social legitimacy of housing associations? And,
Till which extent, housing associations are private/profit parties?

2.1.2. Society trends and development

Marie Thérese Dubbeldam, directeur | bestuurder bij Laurentius wonen.

A structural new period of operations seems topical and the society orientation of housing
associations is re discussed (Jong R. d., 2014; Boelhouwer, Elsinga, Gruis, Priemus, Schaar, &
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Thomsen, 2014). HA are realizing themselves they need to focus on strategy and their right to
exist. Having regard to changes in legitimation, the corporation (within their supervisory board) is
in need of a clear formulation of their basic strategy to redefine their focus. On the one hand the
HA could focus on the management of properties. On the other they could aspire the
development to a future proof, sustainable housing associations that will be able to keep
answering customers need of housing and living (Teece, 2010; Ernst & Young (branchegroep
woningcorporaties), 2013; Economisch Instituut voor de bouw | EIB, 2014).
Several external ever changing factors (themes) are influencing housing associations’ business
operation strength in time and their ‘playfield’ opportunities on the residential, living market
(Gaalen, 2014; Trendbureau Overijssel, 2014; Weersch, 2013; WSW, 2014; Vrije; Stichting
Vastgoedmonitor regio FoodValley; Osterwalder, Pigneur, & L.Tucci, Clarifying Business Models:
Origins, present, and future of the concept, 2005; Ministerie van sociale zaken en
werkgelegenheid, 2013; Hylkema, Burger, & Rotscheid, 2014):
Society and politics;
Residential market;
Healthcare and living (integral collaboration);
‘Speed of’ innovation;
Regional diversity (migration to cities > location housing association); and
The financial evaluation (discontinuity?) of land, and house prices.
Given the influencing themes on the business organization model of housing associations, the HA
is able to change their acting towards their own ambition which should be stated as starting point
in their strategy document (Conijn J. , 2012).

Law and Regulations
Housing associations do have their initial social responsibility to ensure housing for them whose
are not (financial) able to facilitate housing by themselves. Because of this social function the
regulations of housing associations are stricter compared to commercial landlords. Housing
associations are acting between government and market that can result in complex situations and
discussions. The legislation of HA is complex and is changing fast in time, which weighs their job to
operate appropriate to legislation and market (Blok, 2014; Jong R. d., 2013; Hartjes, 2011).
Nowadays the ‘Novelle van Blok’ is having a major impact on their way of management and
strategy decisions and implementations. The recent decisions can be concluded and will be
probably nuanced coming months (Finance Ideas, 2014);
Housing associations’ activities:
Their focus should be on their core business, so building, renting en management;
Social real estate is only allowed when subordinated to social housing; and
Stricter regulations towards their activities related to living environment en quality.
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Splitting or separation of housing association in two entities with ‘DAEB’ or ‘niet DAEB’ property:
Both entities should be viable;
The ‘niet DAEB entity’ is including housing on free rent, buying, shops and commercial
buildings; and
Housings that can be liberalized may be moved to ‘niet DAEB’.
There are strict regulations towards the allowed commercial activities (niet DAEB), the specific
options in internal business operations will be elaborated coming months. The municipality will
manage the local housing vision in which the commercial activities will be introduced. Corporation
will take responsibility for those actions if there are no profit parties available that want to invest
in these activities. The minister first need to grant permission and the WSW (Waarborgfonds
Sociale Woningbouw) will control the financial statement of the HA.
The impact of the Novelle is mostly founded in the changes of the niet DAEB possibilities for
housing associations. The developments by the change of law and regulations reduce profitable
opportunities rigorously, together with the delaying conditions, resulting in internal financial
limitations. The impact will be mainly being felt in the already fragile neighborhoods (Wissink,
2014; Gruis V. , 2010; Conijn & Vermeij, 2013). This because of the fact that these investments will
not be attractive and/or profitable for commercial parties anymore. Besides, housing associations
are no longer (financial) available to invest in the quality of living environment besides the
facilitation of housings and the offered service (Jong R. d., 2013).

Integral partnership and collaboration
The independence of housing associations goes along with an enlargement of their ‘playfield’,
under the strict control of government and municipality. Collaboration with municipality and
healthcare organizations is giving shared profit opportunities and ways of exploitation. Shared
tasks and missions are bringing these entities together. Besides, healthcare and living are strongly
linked towards their need to evolve in current times with an ever changing society. The structure
of collaboration towards responsibility and shares is varying to be appropriate to various situations
(CFV Centraal Fonds Volkshuisvesting, 2012). Nowadays housing associations are in addition
acting pioneering in the finding of new business opportunities of collaboration with other
private/commercial/profit entities. A new way of operation can only facilitated by an organization
if the organization (the HA) is capable to act flexible and ‘open minded’ and should be supported
by knowledge and structure, and framed through mission, core activities and on top regulations
and responsibilities (Lange, 2012 10). This to ensure and strength their business proposition,
therefor their right to exist in coming years. Also housing associations are in need to feel and react
on the market competition because of new, strong market players in field of (rent /selling) houses;
investors and entrepreneurs who see profit opportunities take their place, while HA just remain in
their role of ‘victim from law and regulations' (Tegel & Hoof, 2011; Weersch, 2013; Achtenhagen,
Melin, & Naldi, 2013; Aedes, FNV, CN, de Unie, 2012; Hoes, Hulten, & Witter, 2014). The focus on
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new/improved connections between municipalities, healthcare, housing associations and other
entities will improve integral collaboration, reciprocity and the sharing of knowledge.

2.1.3. Housing associations’ color and character
Entities do exist in many different ways. Organizations, Companies and Enterprises related to their
profit, non profit and ‘not for profit’ character. Housing associations are developed and raised for
society oriented targets with their non profit, governmental character. In time their primary focus
on social profit is changed and nowadays they are taking conscious and the more ‘entrepreneurial
focused’ decisions. Their ideology regarding to their customer relationship and users’ satisfaction
stands, but business efficiency and social targets are getting the more energy in their entity.
Housing associations are trying to balance between their social interpretation, their financial
glasses and their role in the creation of a powerful city. A balance between; a defensive vs. a
prospective character, and the social profit vs. the financial profit (Koolma & Gerrichhauzen, 2011;
Gruis V. , 2005). The balancing in between various strategies will result in corporation that will
focus on the operation as a real estate company or as the housing association as social
intermediary. The housing association is searching towards their true appropriate identity in which
they secure their future proof business case (Prahalad & Hamel, The Core Competence of the
Corporation, 1990; Hartjes, 2011).

2.1.4. Summary
The history of housing associations is characterized by their varying position towards the
government. In contrast, their primary task can be easily described in their (initial) tasks and
mission. They have the social responsibility to ensure housing for them whose are not (financial)
able to facilitate housing by themselves. Housing associations do act as multidisciplinary and
therefor, complex organizations in between government and market that is resulting in smart
dynamic operation management of several disciplines; in competences, people and resources. The
entity is in need of smart solutions through the connection of core competences.

2.2. Business Models
A model is a substitute for a real system. A model is a simplified description and representation of
a complex entity or process. Models are used when it is easier to work with a substitute than with
the equal system, in this case society. More complex based models can help us speed up learning
about large scale interconnected systems as society. Models are used all the time, but mostly
informal models are used. The images we are carry in our minds are simplified representations of
complex systems,
. We use mental models constantly to interpret the world
around us, and we may not realize that we are doing so (Ford, 2010).
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Research is showing that the term and so the intentional use of the "business model" is a relatively
young phenomenon. It appeared for the first time in an academic article in 1957 (Bellman & Clark
et al. 1957). Over the years, the business model is kept seeing as an abstract concept that allows
describing what a business does for living, but research in business models has been developed.
From the first definitions and classifications of business model elements to full reference
business/element models. This phase development is shown in figure 3. Because of the business
model concept and way of thinking and implementing is relatively young, its place and role in the
firm is still subject to debate but increasingly positive evidence from examples is strengthen the
proposition of business models (Osterwalder, Pigneur, & L.Tucci, Clarifying Business Models:
Origins, present, and future of the concept, 2005).

Figure 3.

The evolution of the Business Model Concept and the use of the Business Model
(Osterwalder A., 2005)

Nowadays, companies and enterprises are using business models to create and maintain value and
so there value proposition (Achtenhagen, Melin, & Naldi, 2013). Every entity needs to maintain
their value proposition; a HA needs to operate by the strengths of their core competences, in
people and resources. Core competences are founded in the collective knowledge and skills of the
organization, especially how to coordinate diverse service and production skills and the integration
of multiple streams of development (Prahalad & Hamel, The Core Competence of the Corporation,
1990). Their proposition is ensured by communication, involvement, and a deep commitment to
working across organizational boundaries. It involves many levels of people and all functions. A
core competence can make your association distinctive and should be difficult for competitors to
imitate through the perfect harmonization in operation. Of course, it is perfectly possible for a firm
to have a competitive ‘product’ line up but being a laggard in developing core competencies at
least for a while will make the firm loose their unique business (value) proposition (Vereniging van
Nederlandse Gemeenten, 2012; Calon, 2013).
Once, the diversified housing association could simply point its business units as particular strong
end products and services and admonish them to become leading in the housing market. But with
market, innovation and policy boundaries changing even more quickly, targets are hard to capture
and ensure (Dorr & Wittenberg, 2012). The critical task for every organization (management) is to
create a business organization model; capable to respond to the ever changing society. The model
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should bring together the analysis of commitment decisions both in stable and unstable
environmental conditions and their consequent effects on firms’ stock of knowledge and
commitment risk (Figueira de Lemos & Hadjikhani, 2014; Demil & Lecocq, 2010).
The business model’s place in the firm is as the blueprint of how a company does business. It is the
translation of strategic issues, such as strategic positioning and strategic goals into a conceptual,
abstracted model. The model explicitly states how the business functions. When proper use of
business models is made the business model can serve as a building plan that supports the process
of designing and realizing the business structure and systems that constitute the company’s
operational and physical form (Kleijwegt, Boer, & Beltjens, 2014).
For this thesis the business model is approached as tool to use in the process of (social) business
generating and maintaining, and to understand the dynamic complexity of our environment. The
inability of human to anticipate the dynamic consequences of policies adopted today and to
oversee causations requires abstraction, and therefor models need to be applied (Baden Fuller &
Morgan, 2010). The challenge should be seen in the recognition of big future trends within the
‘weak signals’. Opportunities will be found and understood. “The most successful business models
should be those that leverage powerful emerging technologies and novel partnerships to create a
seamless experience for the people they serve” (Institute for the Future , 2015).
The major environmental business challenges of our time are inherently interdisciplinary. Models
can help to understand those challenges if the models can follow and interconnect the
environmental, social, and economic systems into a tightly coupled system (Kondoh, Komoto,
Kishita, & Fukushige, 2014; Ford, 2010).

2.2.1. The Osterwalder business model CANVAS

– Alexander Osterwalder & Yves Pigneur | the Business Model Generation.

A business model has some specific features that are useful in the process of organization
describing, in which the organization will be able to create, delivers and capture value. The model
will help strategizing for sustained value creation. Besides the model should capture a way that
makes the organization resistant for organic, simultaneous growth and feasible through years by
right strategic acquisitions on diverse dimensions. The business model should be used/is like a
blueprint for a strategy to be implemented through organizational structures, processes and
systems (Linder & Cantrell, What makes a good business model anyway? , 2001; Teece, 2010;
Achtenhagen, Melin, & Naldi, 2013).
The business model Canvas is using the strength of clear communication, which everybody
understands, that it is facilitating description and discussion. The concept is kept simple, relevant,
and intuitively understandable, while not oversampling the complexities of how enterprises
function (Osterwalder & Pigneur, Business model generation, 2010). The Canvas model is build up
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by the use of nine basic building blocks that show the logic of how a company/organization intends
to create value and make money. The nine blocks are covering the four main areas of a business:
customers, offer, infrastructure, and financial viability in and formed by their environment.

The 9 CANVAS building blocks themes
(Osterwalder & Pigneur, Business model generation, 2010; Haijheydari & Zarei, 2006)
1. (customer interface) The Customer Segments building block defines the different groups of
people or organizations an enterprise aims to reach and serve;
a. For whom are we creating value?
b. Who are our most important customers?
2. (product) The Value Proposition building block describes the bundle of products and
services that create value for a specific Customer Segment;
a. What value do we deliver for the customer?
b. Which one of our customer’s problems are we helping to solve?
c. Which customers are satisfying?
d. What bundles of products and services are we offering to each Customer
Segment?
3. (customer interface) The Channels building block describes how a company communicates
with and reaches its Customer Segments to deliver a Value Proposition;
a. Through which Channel do our Customer Segments want to be reached?
b. How are we reaching them now?
c. How are our channels integrated?
d. Which ones work best? / Which ones work most cost efficient?
e. How are we integrating them with customer routines?
4. (customer interface) The Customer Relationships building block describes the types of
relationships a company establishes with specific Customer Segments;
a. What type of relationship does each of our Customer Segment expect us to
establish and maintain with them?
b. Which ones have we established? How costly are they?
c. How are they integrated with the rest of our business model?
5. (financial aspects) The Revenue Streams building block represents the cash a company
generates from each Customer Segment (costs must be substracted from revenues to
create earnings);
a. For what value are our Customers really willing to pay?
b. For what do they currently pay?
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c. How are they currently paying?
d. How would they prefer to pay?
e. How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to overall revenues?
6. (infrastructure management) The Key Resources building block describes the most important
assets required to make a business model work;
a. What Key Resources do our Value Proposition require? Our Distribution Channels?
Customer Relationships? Revenue Streams?
7. (infrastructure management) The Key Activities building block describes the most important
things a company must do to make its business model work;
a. What Key Activities do our Value Proposition require? Our Distribution Channels?
Customer Relationships? Revenue Streams?
b. What program and non program activities will your organization be carrying out?
8. (infrastructure management) The Key Partnership building block describes the network of
suppliers and partners that make the business model work;
a. What are our Key Partners?
b. Who are our Key Suppliers?
c. Which Key Resources are we acquiring from partners?
d. Which Key Activities do partners perform?
9. (financial aspects) The Cost Structure describes all costs incurred to operate a business
model;
a. What are the most important Costs inherent in our business model?
b. Which Key Resources are most expensive?
c. Which Key Activities are most expensive?
These nine business model building blocks form the basis of the tool to design a proper business
model that is focusing on the Business to Business, Business to Consumer, Consumer to Business,
and Consumer to Consumer part of the enterprise in their context. The ‘out of the box’ thinking
about market pioneering and entrepreneurial business is forming the input for the business
model. Demand driven scenarios will help to design the model in the appropriate (most probable)
business model environment (Bronkhorst, 2014; Zinas & Jusan, 2012).
The sustainable business model future perspective is formed through good understanding of your
organization’s environment. In a sustainable business design it is crucial to consider the interaction
between the core business and external environment, which does not seem to influence the profit
of the core business but necessary to explain their intended environmental and social value
proposition. Extensive research has shown three key issues need to be addressed for the
construction of a sustainable business model; taxonomy of externality (the broadening of the
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business scope), identification of a set of aspect models each of which represents a particular
aspect of externality, and identification of interrelationship among them so that business can
comprehensively consider various types (Sebestova, 2013).
Because of the growing complexity, greater uncertainty, and severe market disruptions the
scanning of the environment is becoming the most important in sustainable business model
development. The understanding of changes in the environment (context, design drivers, and
constraints) will help to understand to adapt organization’s strategy more effectively to shifting
external forces (Hu, 2012; Osterwalder, Pigneur, & L.Tucci, Clarifying Business Models: Origins,
present, and future of the concept, 2005). The external forces can be theme structured as the
industry forces, key trends, market forces and macro economic forces. These external
forces/variables will be elaborated in case of housing associations in chapter 3. The business
model acts as the conceptual link between strategy, business organization, and systems in which
the implementation contains its translation into concrete things; business structure, business
processes, infrastructure and systems. Business models are subject to external pressure and thus
constantly subject to change (Linder & Cantrell, Changing Business Models: Surveying the
Landscape, 2000; Reim, Parida, & Ortqvist, 2012).

2.2.2. Business model dynamics
The relationship between business models and time is near. The expression “ a company’s
business model” refers to the way a firm does business. As such, it is a snapshot and description at
a specific moment in time. But business models rapidly change by the influence of time and other
external factors/variables. The use of business models in describing the concept to evolve from a
specific state is used in companies; the ‘snapshot’. Instead of a model that keeps supporting the
companies’ ambition, development, and strategy (Kondoh, Komoto, Kishita, & Fukushige, 2014;
Hu, 2012). An appropriate and sustainable business model for organizations in today’s complex
world and ever changing business environment is a competitive advantage.

(Demil & Lecocq, 2010)
Today the observable sign of business model context change is a substantial change in the
structure of its costs and/or revenues. Probably caused by the use of a new kind of resource;
developing a new source of revenues, reengineering an organizational process or for instance the
outsourcing of a value chain activity. Usually such changes also lead to cost/revenue volume
changes that can be formed into the BM, but these aren’t, in themselves, business model changes.
(Demil & Lecocq, 2010).
The currently applied business model typology shows business at a point in time. Each
organization had a BM that simply shows the ‘method of running their business’, or ‘organization
concept’ by their business proposition at a certain moment. But most firms’ business models are
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under constant pressure to change by external factors. Subsequently, a firm needs to deal with
their model in a dynamic environment. That is affecting their commitment decisions, risk
management, strategy, ambition and so (Boeve, 2010). The actual conditions are in need of a
transformational approach in which the concept is used a tool to address change and focus on
innovation, either in the organization, or in the BM itself. New BM creations and innovations are
actually necessary for surviving in an ever changing environment. The development of a business
model framework that is investigating the way in which the new business is created would be a
great challenge. The designing of the model, instead of the static approach, should be dynamic
from the design phase in accordance with environmental and/or internal requirements. The
appropriate business model approach should be flexible, and dynamic. This approach should
facilitate observing the effects of decision on model’s building blocks and their interrelated factors
(Haijheydari & Zarei, 2006; Hu, 2012).

Opportunities & Improvement
Assuming the business model is in a permanent state of evolution, a crucial question concerns the
competence of managers to maintain or improve its performance in time. Given the static/stable
business model as reference, the manager should be able to operate towards business dynamics.
In which the transformation of a static business model towards dynamic operation is secured by
managers’ quality and ability of operation management. The monitoring of risks and uncertainties,
the anticipation on potential consequences and/or opportunities (internal and external), and final
the participation in sequences are key aspects. The operation management should stand with the
aim of preserving, or increasing their organization’s performance (Benschop, 2013; Baden Fuller &
Haeflinger, 2013; Aedes, 2012; Dorr & Wittenberg, 2012).
The assumption that business models should evolve with their firm to maintain appropriate
leadership of managers is leading to a tightly coupled system in which environmental conditions
are effecting the business model. Managers have then to introduce deliberate changes to create
or facilitate changes, or to reduce or counter their effects, to maintain or increase performance.
The organization/manager will be able to ensure ‘dynamic consistency’. This can be explained by
the capability to anticipate on, or implement the change sequences if needed, to adapt the
business model to maintain or restore ongoing performance. This capability of the business model
requires then managers with deep knowledge and understanding of their business model and of
the causations on which it is built (Demil & Lecocq, 2010; Boonstra, Steensma, & Demenint, 2008;
Achtenhagen, Melin, & Naldi, 2013). An exploring process of discovering change and more about
relations and cooperation opportunities over time will enable organizations to fine tune their
business proposition more effectively and preserve their market place.

2.2.3. Social entrepreneurship
The social enterprise is balancing in between social profit and financial investment. Their challenge
is to improve and sharpen their business proposition, model and strategy; they want to quantify
their social impact, and also (social) return on investment (SROI) wherefore the CANVAS business
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model strategizing method is applied as well. Comparable to social enterprises is the ‘not for
profit’ organization, a type of organization that does not earn profit for its owners. All of the
money earned by or donated to a not for profit organization is used in pursuing organization’s
objectives. Contrary to non profit organizations the ‘not for profit’ organization is willing to
accomplish their objectives in the same way as for profit enterprises, business tactics and
management techniques in which the business model is implemented (Investopedia US, 2014).
Housing associations are acting as multidisciplinary and therefor, complex organizations in
between government and market. They need to sustain service and continuity as social enterprise
on the one hand. On the other hand, they need to obtain financial feasibility to ensure their
business position (Prahalad & Hamel, The Core Competence of the Corporation, 1990; Leaufort,
organisatie en mensen, 2014). As social enterprise the housing association is in need of an
appropriate business model to concretize their social added value. By a systematic look on your
company, the firm will be able to stabilize their ambition, mission and responsibilities in society. A
sustainable transformation will make the HA able to operate towards a sustainable and feasible
organization (Blijie, Groenemeijer, Gopal, & ABF Research, 2012; CFV Centraal Fonds
Volkshuisvesting, 2012).

2.2.4. Summary
Sustainable, future oriented entrepreneurship is becoming the more and more important as
operational challenge for society and organizations. To support and motivate new initiatives that
can arrange new opportunities of collaboration, work and business; new application and use of
business models is necessary. The core business of business modeling is enclosed in the
sustainable perspective, feasible character and business proposition (core competence). Besides
the logic and clear character of operation value creation is forming continuity, in which plural,
collective and shared should be central pillars of new business development. Multiple profit,
founded in social shared objectives. The business model development will focus on the balance
between economic, and financial (, and social) profit. The ROI will be created and measured by the
periodically (unique) measuring points.
The structured and interconnected design of the (social and/or sustainable) business model should
be used as design tool in the process of business development, generating and maintaining.
Besides the tool should help to understand the dynamic complexity of the environment, social,
and economic system. The inability of humans to anticipate on the dynamic consequences of
policies adopted today, and to oversee causations; is requiring abstraction and will be
supported/covered by the model. An appropriate business model is flexible and dynamic. The
CANVAS business design approach should facilitate observing the effects of strategy decisions on
the business model’s building blocks and their interrelated factors.
This whole process redefined, may improve and sharpen the business model and strategy, ‘social
business modeling’, of housing associations.
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2.3. Future exploration vs. data analysis
Causal scenario thinking is many used in the process of out looking; the future exploration of
possible trends and development. This future exploration is formed by expectable development
and change of society, macro economic factors based on available data and personal expectations.
It is giving organizations the opportunity to get some insight in coming abilities. As William Gibson
famously said:
The added value of
insights in different probable scenarios is that they are offering the opportunity to see if the actual
organizational policy is proper and future proof towards the taken variety of able developments.
Besides, concrete scenario studies can substantiate the chosen policy decisions in management
processes (Trendbureau Overijssel, 2014; Jong R. d., 2014; WSW, 2014). Clear, plausible and broad
opportunities are used to test consistent future perspectives. The certainty of the future
opportunities is formed by predictable and realistic ways of evolvement, based on the available
personal en mathematical skills and software. Several ways of approach will be chosen in the
process of scenario thinking, but only the broad recognizable and conceivable scenarios will be
chosen as appropriate scenarios to analyze, and drowning out insights and possible action steps
(Weersch, 2013; Trendbureau Overijssel, 2014). Knowing that, very plausible, in 20 years several
(combined) developments will have been evaluated different from expected (Teece, 2010).
In future exploration the strength of qualitative and quantitative research is often combined. The
qualitative research shows its ability in the providing of textual descriptions by experts about the
‘to be explored’ research topic. The personal experiences need to be used in the forming of the
appropriate and valuable research perspective. These learning paths are valuable for inspiring new
possibilities and refreshing old perceptions through experiences with new people and of other
people, pioneering ideas, and new technologies. Qualitative research is strengthening the shared
and convincing research statements (Gorbis, 2013). Interviews can provide information about the
‘human’ side of the topic, research question, and are giving insight in the intangible research
affecting factors (Benschop, 2013). The combination of a qualitative and quantitative method is
making the research easier, better and more clear to understand and interpret in the complex
reality of a given situation. The quantitative data can give the first implication of the situation,
while the qualitative information is giving the data of the situation the right interpretation and
perspective (Zinas & Jusan, 2012; Family Health International, 2004; Boonstra, Steensma, &
Demenint, 2008).

2.3.1. Summary
(this) Research is formed through predictions based on numbers and data analysis, on elaborated
future scenarios and on the knowledge and experience of the spoken experts during the
comprehensive, pioneering, and exploratory research. The research meets qualitative and
quantitative through; emotion vs. ratio, alpha vs. beta, story telling vs. data. Discussions have
taken place about the way of (process and project) managing an organization in general and
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housing associations in given context and the level of doing research in case of decision making.
Concluding research is highly strengthening policy and management through enriched or new
insights, but future explorations stay clear in a limited way. Assumptions need to be made and
calculations are based on scenarios. Till which extend predictions are reliable and factual is formed
through vision, experience and the ‘feeling’ of the researcher (Boonstra, Steensma, & Demenint,
2008; Borshchev & Filippov, 2004; Meijaard, Mosselman, Frederiks, & Brand, 2002).
The quote of sociologist Schinkel is strongly supporting chosen research perspective;

Willem Schinkel (socioloog)

2.4. Conclusion and Dynamic assessment approach
The core quality and initial task of a housing association is their facilitating role in housing for them
those are not able to do it (financial) by themselves. Stability, continuity and service are the most
important components in this value proposition. They should secure this market position strongly
and pose their strategy decisions from this foundation. The strategy of a corporation can be
translated and formed into a social business model, the business model of a social enterprise (‘not
for profit entity’) where the foundation and private (limited) company are acting (financial)
independent. This taken, the housing association will be able to secure their value proposition by
their core competence, towards society oriented targets and responsibilities. Besides they are able
to act as a social entrepreneur where they can invest their social return in their product (market
need oriented service) and/or organization and proposition strengthening. In the acting as a social
entrepreneur their market reflection, adaption and implementation will be the natural response.
Organizations’ operation will be adapted and formed to and by the environmental market
dynamics and needs comparable to competing ‘profit’ entrepreneurs.
The adoption of change in the organization occurs in phases. They first need to be able to answer
the question; Why the organization (housing association) need to change?, to validate operation
decisions. Followed by; How it should occur?, the internal (and external) management. Finishing
with; What should be done to make is realistic and concrete for every employee (Reep, 2006;
Consultants, 2014; Vrije). After defining the case or way to change, several possible scenarios need
to be weighted with their specific ‘Pros and Cons’ by the use of future exploration, scenario
thinking. The scenarios are formed by the expectable development and change of society, macro
economic factors, based on available data and personal expectations. The most reliable and
factual rated scenario will give the most likely direction in the implementation of the change.
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The business challenge of housing association is complex and interdisciplinary, and models can
help to understand those challenges if the model interconnect the environmental, social, and
economic dynamics into a coupled system. Through research the focus of the business challenge
could be approached by the following themes:
‘

A structured and interconnected design of a (CANVAS) business model for housing associations
could be used as strategy tool in the process of social business generating and future oriented
maintenance. In addition the tool should help to understand causations and thus the dynamic
interaction and complexity of the environment, social, and economic system (Haijheydari & Zarei,
2006). Ideally a business model is quantifying, qualifying, flexible, and dynamic to maintain
dynamic stability in time. Dynamic consistency, cause and effect, the influence of technology and
innovation and classification are complementarities in the process of value creation and
maintenance. The research approach, through dynamic integral modeling, should facilitate the
observing of the effects of decision making, on the business model’s building blocks and their
interrelated (external) factors. The global society formed factors and themes can be translated to
specific business model variables that can be linked as affecters to the final business case overview
and will get influenced by the relationships within the model (Figueira de Lemos & Hadjikhani,
2014; Boeve, 2010; Borshchev & Filippov, 2004).
This scientific research is continuing on the use of static business models and the actual operating
control of housing associations based on available static documents and broader insights. The
dynamic view on strategy and business models may improve and sharpen the business model
opportunities and strategy of housing associations (Aedes, 2012).
The analyzed problem statement in the case of housing associations is a fact in very many ways of
influence and change (residential needs, financial, Novelle van Blok, strategy and organizational).
The business dynamics should keeps the leading trigger that inspirers and activates managers and
directors in conversations. Proper management in order to stay in line with current trends and
development; housings associations need to address innovation and dynamics in their business
model, by connecting the ‘social world’ to the ‘system world’ (Baden Fuller & Haeflinger, 2013).
The addition of the combination of qualitative and quantitative research the research will make it
easier, better and clearer to understand and interpret in the complex reality of communication,
needs and society in development. The quantitative data can give the first implication of the
situation, while the qualitative information is giving the grades of numbers of the situation, the
right interpretation and resulting the perspective. The personal experts’ experiences are used in
the forming of the appropriate and valuable research perspective. The interviews provide
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information about the ‘human’ side of the issue, the research question, and are giving insight in
the intangible research affecting factors. Scientific explanations about the (in ) dependent
variables that causing changes and explanations about how a sequence of events, activities and
choices unfolds to produce the given outcome (van de Ven, Engaged Scholarship, 2007). Coping
with the transformational view, the research is dealing with the major managerial question of how
to change (the HA) right, valid and accurate?, the housing association needs to be able to
anticipate and react to sequences of voluntary and emerging change. The housing association
needs to change to stay ‘future proof; sustainable, feasible and profitable’ (Vrije; Vereniging van
Nederlandse Gemeenten, 2012; Tegel & Hoof, 2011).
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3. Research design & process | an approach to identify housing
associations’ business model opportunities
This research aims to provide knowledge and information resulting in outcomes that can
contribute to change an existing situation/question of housing association in their operating and
sustainable character. Housing associations need to deal with changes in housing preferences on
the one side, and regulations and economy on the other. Besides, the association is in need of a
future proof perspective to obtain sustainability and continuity. Future oriented research can
partly be covered through analyzing causations and (in) trends and data. (Blumberg, 2011)
Important conclusions can be drawn to set up next steps, but the strength of qualitative research
should be used in this research (WSW, 2014; Blok, 2014; Aedes, 2013). Qualitative research gives
the ability to provide complex textual descriptions of how people experience a given research
issue from their perspective. It provides information about the “human” side of an issue – that is,
often contradictory behaviors, beliefs, opinions, emotions, and relationships of individuals. The
research will also give effective insight in the process of identifying intangible factors, such as
social norms, socioeconomic status, personal background and perspective (expertise), experience,
expectations and emotion (Miles, 1994). Those roles, in this research issue, may not be readily
apparent (Boonstra, Steensma, & Demenint, 2008; Family Health International, 2004). Therefore
the research should be covered two sided, qualitative and quantitative.
Qualitative research will help to interpret and better understand the complex reality and dynamics
of the situation and the implications of quantitative data in the (business) model and then
strategy. The quantitative approach and findings will make the research outcomes structured,
comprehensive and directly applicable for housing associations. The balancing approach by both
research methods will make the research capable to predict, describe and explain causations and
relationships (Benschop, 2013; Kerstens, 2014; Koolma & Gerrichhauzen, 2011).
The inability of human to oversee causations and therefor anticipate on situations is influencing
business strategies, cases and organization models. Especially when there are delays between the
decisions and actions and the ‘system’ reaction. The understanding and human impact is also
limited by the complexity of reactions, feedback relations and following the intern consequences.
Sorting out the effects of delays and multiple feedbacks is beyond the cognitive abilities, so the
acting and responses are based on learned lessons from the past (Ford, 2010; Hu, 2012; Reim,
Parida, & Ortqvist, 2012). The question how the past should or could be interpret and
implemented in future strategies must be wondered. The understanding of the dynamics of
business strategies and models is nowadays limited by the same complexities and situations that
appeared in the past; this makes it hard to think about future perspectives (Ford, 2010). Modeling
a system dynamics business model will help to understand complex problems like those appearing
in news headlines and in this case the sustainable character of housing associations in nowadays
changing society. The mathematical model will capture the key interrelationships, and scenarios
can be simulated to conduct dynamic patterns. The model will help understand business
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challenges if the model follow the feedback effects that interconnect the environmental, social,
and economic systems into a tightly coupled system (Haijheydari & Zarei, 2006; Figueira de Lemos
& Hadjikhani, 2014; Reim, Parida, & Ortqvist, 2012; Schotsman, 2012).
This chapter will give a brief see through the research design that is performed. Subsequently is
discussed how the chosen methods will be used in the research. Final, the use of the System
Dynamics method (software; Vensim) will be explained in case of Business modeling.

3.1. Introduction
Through an extensive orientation, a broaden and deepening literature study, data collection and a
wide period of analyzing, insight in actual problems and opportunities for housing associations is
gained. The possible problem perspectives passed by in the interviews (appendix 2), within really
many conversations about the topic, and in literature and data study, the qualitative and
quantitative method, did strengthen this period over broad and widening study (Blumberg, 2011).
During the first period of research, knowledge about housing associations’ existing right, their
acting in the market and core qualities is gained. The information gave insight in their actual
unstable character and the organizational societal questions towards their core stability. The
did additional strengthen literature research and
finding (Chapter 2) after the ‘Tweede Kamer’ conclusions in October 2014. (Tweede Kamer der
Staten Generaal, 2014) Housing associations are looking for answers towards their change in
strategy and proposition. Through years of change in commercialization and privatization the
operational tasks of the housing associations are elaborated. Housing associations obtained more
responsibility and financial possibilities in field of facilitating housing, living environment and
service. Past years their investment and profit opportunities are taken in several ways on diverse
sectors but without appropriate knowledge about profitable business and the commercial rights of
the housing association. HAs were given a stronger financial market position in years, that (totally)
got out of control in case of several commercial thinking housing associations. Their
transformation from strictly non profit to broad employable and market approachable position
exploded. The law and regulations in combination with market change gave space for market
differentiation and new opportunities, but the organization model of the housing association and
the intern knowledge about business and entrepreneurship remained (Bock, 2011). This resulted
in a missed connection between mission, vision, ambition, their operation, intern team and their
right to exist. Now, the housing associations are called back because of financial, ethical mistakes
that are made in investment and development decisions (Sebestova, 2013).
The transformation to new organization context and structure is in need of organization flexibility
and support by knowledge and structure; but should be framed through mission, core activities
and on top regulations (Lange, 2012 10). A corporate culture can only change in between right
transforming and business choices towards their existing in the market, and corporate culture
(Schotsman, 2012; Dorr & Wittenberg, 2012; Prahalad & Hamel, The Core Competence of the
Corporation, 1990). The transformation of housing associations as a response to market change,
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and other trends and developments, will strengthen and ensure their future oriented market
position. The intern efficiency and the proper organization management will be gained by
transparent collaboration and a clear strategy (Aedes, 2012; Boonstra, Steensma, & Demenint,
2008).
To remain a future proof, ‘sustainable, feasible and profitable’ market position, the HA need to
take current trends, demand/needs and developments into account. A business switch is probably
needed, and a change in their way of thinking could be the way. Unusual times ask for unusual
ways of thinking (Blijie, Groenemeijer, Gopal, & ABF Research, 2012). Therefor to maintain their
value proposition the housing association should act like an (social) entrepreneur. The HA will
maintain their position when business case decisions are re made and possibly re invented. Their
strategy (and organization) should cover the ‘status quo’ to the future feasible situation in which
economic prosperity and dynamic stability in coming years is taken. Dynamic consistency, cause
and effect, the influence of technology and innovation and their classification to maintain their
continuity in value creation and so market position (Achtenhagen, Melin, & Naldi, 2013; NL, 2014).
Research insights brought me to the research statement that;
in this ever changing market every organization, so also the non and ‘not for’ profit organizations,
are in need of a proper and dynamic business organization model that is reflecting on the actual
business proposition. The business model should act as a strategy support tool, which gives more
insight in the organization’s interrelationships between for example needed capacity, unique
selling points, focus and strategy. A Model that will help in the understanding of change
opportunities from an actual business environment in which key trends, industry forces, market
forces and macro economic forces are complementing variables that are affecting the present
business proposition. The housing association that creates and delivers value must generate
enough revenues to cover its expenses and achieve their society oriented targets.

3.2. Strategy support model for Housing associations
The theory (re ) considered in this research:

(Haijheydari & Zarei, 2006)’.
This support model should support in strategy decisions (to targets), regarding the future oriented
‘environmental awareness’ of housing associations. Once, the diversified housing association
could simply point its business units as particular strong end products and services and admonish
them to become leading in the (social) residential market. But since residential market, innovation
and policy boundaries changing even more quickly, enterprise targets are hard to capture and
ensure (Dorr & Wittenberg, 2012). Often there is too less awareness and affinity in the process of
market, business, and entrepreneurial understanding. It then creates a gap towards the decision
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making on organization’s needed capacity, their present business proposition, focus and strategy.
In addition, there is missing internal knowledge, information, financial resource and/or capacity to
understand the range of change opportunities within the present, dynamic and complex, business
environment. Knowing the inability of human to anticipate the dynamic consequences of policies
adopted today and to oversee causations.
In most practices, the internal portfolio management and the maintaining of organizations’
stability, control and certainty is viewed apart from the societies’ key trends, industry forces,
market forces and macro economic forces. However, those external affecting variables are
influencing the present state, business proposition and so the sustainability of the housing
association. This lack of alignment possibly leads to incorrect strategy decisions, towards housing
associations’ needed portfolio development and partnerships.
Therefore, the aim of the strategy support model is to gain insight in the interdisciplinary relations
between the overarching society with its law and regulation, residents’ needs and preferences
(changes), and the housing association’s value proposition, quality and way of acting. The support
model aims to assess the internal management, regarding to the appropriateness of their present
house stock (portfolio) towards the market requested state of houses in time and their ability to
react flexible and directly on the change of law and regulations. The HA should be able to quickly
implement the changes of needs and social requirements by law and regulations.
This chapter focuses on the development of a strategy support and assessment model that
elaborates on the objective to align the social business organization model, management and
strategy with the dynamic business environment. Given this insight as models’ objective, the
model user should be able to make a decision on what sustainable strategy to follow. The model
purpose is made that the structure should support the way of strategy thinking of a HA, and based
on that, the model is further elaborated towards the stated strongly influencing factors and known
variables as earlier stated in chapter 1.3 Research objectives.

3.3. Strategy support model’ development process
There is no unique instruction to follow making sure that a designed business model is successful.
Indeed, modeling is basically an innovative process and there are different methods and
approaches to design a dynamic model (Sterman J. , 2000; Purnomo H., 2009). As validity of the
results in a model based study, it is crucially dependent on the validity of the model for which
several validation steps need to be taken (Barlas, 1996). In this research, following logical ‘process
theory’ steps have been applied in the reliable research and modeling process, knowing that
entities/variables participate in the ‘events’ and will change over time. The process approach steps
will be explained in following paragraphs and are layered and incorporate both immediate and
distal causations (van de Ven, Engaged Scholarship, 2007). Parallel and sequential steps together
will form the translation of the housing association’ organizational and societal variables, towards
insight in their strategizing and operating within their social and dynamic business model.
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Following figure is representing the strategic development and path of the research in a process /
flow chart;

3

4
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S1
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2a
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7

Figure 4.

Visualization of the strategic decisions and path changes in this process oriented
research.

1.

‘Activity’ | The reflection of housing associations business concept to societies change. A
pioneering research to gain insight in the problems and challenges, and their internal and
external changing variables that are influencing HAs’ business proposition. Expert
interviews from broad perspective and literature, helped to formulate and validate the
problem;

2.

a&b ‘Choice & Activity’ | Decided in to apply the Business Model CANVAS concept /

thinking on the housing association as organization and possible social enterprise. That
resulted in the translation to/application of a social business model (SBM) in which the
Surplus is added as measurable variable and management tool in the organizational and
entrepreneurial planning and aspired Social Return On Investment;

3.

‘Choice’ | The formulation of housing associations’ social business model influencing
variables within the SBM building blocks, feedback (on the level of importance of the
variables) from the experts is given on the earlier identified variables to validate the
decision making, subsequently research focus of the qualified model. A number of
variables are chosen form the total;

4.

‘Activity’ | The in average most high graded number of variables are translated to
‘measurable’/specific HA variables to work with;

5.

‘Event’ | Formulating the HA specific variables to generic variables and the positioning of
these identified HA variables in the Social Business Model structure;

6.

‘Event’ | Connecting the HAs’ generic variables to the generic causal loop diagram within
the SBM structure. The reflection of system dynamics to the social business model
structure of the housing association enables the business model and so the HA to reflect
on their SBM in time (coming). Valuable insight in appropriate business opportunities and
strategies are aspired;
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7.

‘Activity’ | The starter design of the Stock and Flow model is developed in which the
problem of Law and Regulation (L&R) implementation on HAs’ portfolio management
(towards residential need change) in time is studied. This step should be elaborated in
subsequent study.

According to the rich and broad theoretical background, the relationship between the model key
variables; the external dynamic environmental variables and the Social Business Model Building
Block variables, could be confirming. Relied on the expert discussed ‘impact on housing
associations’ BM’ variables (Appendix 1/2), and on the structure of the SBM (figure 7), the
dynamic social business model should contain the SBM building block structure. In order to fulfill
the variable selection, model design, evaluation, and validity of the model in this research, the
experts need to give their feedback on the focus of this model research and design. Through their
view on the various levels of impact from the variables on the business model of the HA, the high
graded variables can be transformed into a ‘measureable and influencing variable’ in the model
structure. This makes the variable fully derived from experts’ decision and so valid. The variables
weighted as the variable with in average the most powerful impact, are applied as scope in the
model development. The reason for this selection and focus is the access to valid information
about innovative dynamic BM development and evaluation. For operational functionality,
evaluation and validation of the model as subsequent target, specific research on causations and
impact, and case studies should be applied.
The structure of the strategy support model is focusing on the process theory and problem
causations. The business dynamics model is build on available capacity and input about the
occurring problems and intended output; the focus on HAs’ management and strategy by
assessing the appropriateness of their present house stock (portfolio) towards the actual and
future change of law and regulations, and in addition the market requested state of (sale and rent)
houses. The required variables ‘to turn the available input into ambitioned model output’ are
forming the base of the model design.
The dynamic SBM can be structured in the main sections
(Osterwalder A., 2005; Osterwalder A. , 2004):
‘The Product’ that is formed through the Customer (Resident) and social Value
Proposition. The proposition is based on the significant factors of social development,
quality, service and affiliation, which together form the business of the organization.
‘The Customer Interface’ that is formed by the Beneficiary and Customer Segments, the
Distribution Channels and the Customer Relationship. The Competitors are also framed in
this section that makes customers move between enterprises. Who are the target
customers and how sustainable relationship with them could be appointed?
‘The Infrastructure Management’ is the organizations capability to produce values for its
customers/residents, including the ability to supply customers with segments based on
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production capability. Within an organization structure the Resources, Activities and
Partnerships are forming the Organization suppliers that address the necessary
components for market requested ‘product/production’.
‘The Financial aspects’ are dealing with the monetary consequences, revenue streams,
surplus and costs balance, of the social enterprise.

3.4. Variables collection and selection, enabled through experts | 1 3 4.
The needed capacity building and insights for this research are (among other resources) gained by
conducting interviews with experts in field of project, strategy and knowledge management,
society change (& trend watching), housing associations and law and regulations, to gain insight in
housing associations’ acting and the perspectives of experts on the research question. Figure 5 is
giving an overview of this partial ‘capacity building’ and decisions making research process.

3

4

1

S1

Figure 5.

S2

Research step 1 3 4 elaborates on the stepwise selection and formulation of
housing associations’ social business model influencing variables within the SBM
building blocks.

Current transformation (possibilities) from housing associations and the discovering of the needs
and problems they experience in this process where the main and necessary topics. In order to do
this, semi structured interviews are carried out. These types of interviews are structured with an
interview protocol to secure that all necessary research topics that should be discussed are
covered. The structure also allows the expert to ask questions back or to bring up their own input
by experience or by their viewpoint on the research topic (Blumberg, 2011). There has been
chosen to interview a group of people to get insight in the research topic by addressing the
questions related to the main research question, in which the sustainable and entrepreneurial
view on the housing association, and the focus on the change of the (social) environment were
leading as well as determining.
The appropriate size of the amount of interviews is normally based on purposive sampling. Which
is determined based on saturation. This means that the optimal amount of interviews is reached
when an extra interview does not reveal new information. The total amount of interviews is not
sufficient to fully reach saturation, however saturation is approached, since the last interview with
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the expert contained a few new amount of information, the respondents were interviewed for an
hour in a semi structured way and the assumption is made that all of the respondents are
approved expert in their field, and so provided high quality information (Guest, 2006). Within this
research it was possible to conduct the interviews as summarized in Appendix 1, the average
values of the graded variables will be treated ‘as truth’ in further research steps.

3.4.1. Identified set of HAs’ ‘business model influencing’ variables
Through research approached and by expert graded variables
The by experts and literature research found variables are elaborated in Table 1. The table is giving
an overview of the by expert graded variables that are determining the focus of the to be
developed social and dynamic business model. The most high graded variables are subsequently
used as research focus in the dynamic and social business modeling process. Comparison with the
by interviewed experts’ high graded variables is made to see which variables stay strong as ‘most
high graded variables’ in both cases. These variables, as mentioned before, are used for further
research. Experts’ background and a summary of main answers and main outcomes is given in
Appendix 1.

High graded variables in SBM building block
The found variable focus of this research as mentioned before need to be translated to
measurable, concrete variables to be used in the social business model development for the HA.
The through experts
graded
variables, are hereby translated into a variable that can be used and measured in the social
business model. The following variables are labeled as the ones with the most powerful impact,
and are used in the further model design.
Return to core Business (proposition change);
Law and Regulation (impact Novelle van Blok);
DAEB, niet DAEB separation;
Migration to cities (combination of growth cities and shrinkage on country side);
Change of residential demand (growth of (social) rent needs);
Emi /Immigration;
As mentioned before, only the variables as found as the variables with in average the most
powerful impact are applied as modeling scope in this research, which means the focus is from
this point fixed to; housing associations’ need to return to there core business. This variable is
close related to Law and Regulation and DAEB, niet DAEB separation since the Novelle van Blok
(Law) is ‘pushing’ HAs back in their social character in which they need to take strict account on
their portfolio proportions and amount of social and/or commercial stock. Besides the Change of
residential demand will be a leading variable in the modeling because of their close cohesion with
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the Migration to cities and Emi/Immigration variables, as these variables are influencing the HAs’
local economic en demographic development and so the level and kind of demand.

Table 1.
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SBM Specific variables within Building Block & Generic abstraction
Table 2a/b mentions the entire number of main HA variables within the Social Business Model as
discussed earlier ‘Specific variables within Building Block’. Each variable is part of a SBM building
block within the interconnected SBM structure, and besides comes from continuing on the
external dynamic environmental themes (chapter 2 & 3). These variables need to be taken into
account, and need to be managed fully integrated when the housing association is working on the
formulation and concretizing of their social business model.
The translation of the specific variables to the ‘Generic housing associations Variables’ followed
after the abstraction, collection and summarizing of the specific variables. This step is taken to
make them clear, obvious and appropriate to use in the system dynamics modeling process of the
business model. The Generic Variables will be used in the Causal Loop Diagram to get a clear view
on the leading variables within the structure and it will be able to explain their, when even
complex, interrelationships.
The variables reflected on and where needed translated variables to the SBM building block
structure are giving the first insights in the integrated structure of the environmental impact on
the social business model structure of the housing association. The external impact by trends and
developments on each of the building block can be seen in the specific explained and described
variables, the generic variables need to be used in the further process of social business dynamics.
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Housing associations’ social business (internal and external) variables (1 4)
visualized and structured by the Social Business Model structure.
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Table 2b.

Housing associations’ social business (internal and external) variables (4 10)
visualized and structured by the Social Business Model structure.
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3.5. Business Modeling and housing associations | 2 a&b.
Housing associations do have their social responsibility to ensure housing for them whose are not
(financial) able to facilitate housing by themselves. Taken the social responsibility of the housing
association and their willing right to exist, the HA could act by the concept of a ‘not for profit’
organization combined with the ‘social enterprise’ principles. In times of big change and high
market competition, also the non profit organization needs to think about their appropriate
business model. The non profit housing association as ‘not for profit’ enterprise needs to think
about and concretize their value chain and market added (unique) value.
By a systematic an innovative look on the CANVAS business model and the housing association as
company, also this firm will be able to formulate their business model, value chain and needed
resources to substantiate their future oriented, financial sustainable and commercial viable,
business case. A innovative transformation of the CANVAS business model towards the Social
Business Model enables and supports the housing to think broad and opportunity seeking. The
sustainable and social transformation of the business model in reflection on the housing
association, results in HAs’ ability to operate towards a future oriented organization by the help of
the strength of modeling. Their business model will help the management board to understand
the dynamic complexity of the environmental impacts on the organization, the through model
insights enables the HA to oversee causations through the abstraction and redefinition of the
process. The innovation may improve and sharpen the business model and strategy, ‘social
business modeling’, of housing associations. Figure 6 is giving a abstract view on the partial
research process 1 2a 2b, the business model thinking reflected on the housing association.

1

S1

S2

2a

Figure 6.

2b

Research step 1 2a&b elaborates on the application of the Business Model
CANVAS concept / thinking on the housing association as organization, and is
viewing the ‘social enterprise acting’ opportunities.

3.5.1. Housing associations’ Social Business Model
As mentioned the Business Model CANVAS is a methodology for studying and managing
(multidisciplinary) business strategies. The structured and interconnected design of the business
model is concretizing the added value of the enterprise/organization. By an innovative and
systematic look on the organization, in this case; the housing association, they will be able to
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stabilize and sustain their value proposition and social responsibilities (Osterwalder, Pigneur, &
L.Tucci, Clarifying Business Models: Origins, present, and future of the concept, 2005). The
appropriate model is quantifying, flexible, and dynamic to gain insight (when needed in time) in
consequences and causations (Magretta, 2002). For these insights the period of 60 months ahead
should be considered, as this period is appropriate for business planning and also to variables
fluctuation over time (Haijheydari & Zarei, 2006).

The 9 + 1 building blocks
The structured design by building blocks will frame and control the business proposition of the
housing association. The business model will help to understand the organization in the complexity
of the environment; social, and economic system of HAs. The business model as a
conceptual/design tool contains a set of related elements, and allows expressing the business logic
of a specific firm (Achtenhagen, Melin, & Naldi, 2013; Tegel & Hoof, 2011; Kleijwegt, Boer, &
Beltjens, 2014). By the approach from the 9 + 1 building blocks the blocks will structure internal
strategy decisions in business themes that will be influenced by the structured external
themes/variables. Based on research the main components (blocks and themes) of BM can be
defined (Haijheydari & Zarei, 2006).
The social enterprise model is nearly to the concept of the ‘not for profit’ organization. They want
to create as many social impacts, as well as the financial and commercial sustaining of their
independency and continuity. The balancing in between social profit and financial investment is
used as the concept to deal with HAs’ challenge of change. The challenge is to improve and
sharpen their sustainable business model and strategy, ‘social business modeling’; they want to
quantify their social impact and (social) return on investment (SROI), also known as surplus (NL,
2014; Tegel & Hoof, 2011). The Surplus reflected on the CANVAS business model in case of the
business case of housing associations enables the HA to think and communicate about their social
business organization model in a structured, and clearly substantiated way. The addition of the
‘Surplus’ is resulting in the 10th business model building block, according to the ‘financial aspects’,
the Surplus (Social Innovation Lab Tandemic, 2013);
10. (financial aspects) The Surplus building block represents the SROI, social profit a housing
association generates and/or aspires. Besides / Within there should be the surplus
management and planning of the social results, about how to gain, qualify, grade, and
reinvest them;
a.
b.

How much Surplus do you plan to create?
Where do you plan to reinvest your social profits?

Because of the strict dependence between the Value Proposition, and Customer Segments in the
Social Business Model, the Value Proposition and Customer Segments need to be transformed as
well in case of the applied social business model. Whereby the value proposition will be formed
through HAs’ key activities and resources and gives its influence on the social aspects, the impact
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measurement and the customer value proposition. The customer is formed through society
related, beneficiary organizations, and the clients, customers (social and commercial renters/
buyers). The income of the social enterprise is dependent on the people and/or organizations that
are willing to pay for, or invest in this social enterprise (Social Innovation Lab Tandemic, 2013; NL,
2014; Osterwalder & Pigneur, Business model generation, 2010). Besides the housing association
had its unique position through which they gain subsidy as constant revenue. The
interrelationships are resulting in following building block addition:
1. (customer interface) The Beneficiary and Customer Segments:
+.
+.

Who are the people and/or organizations that are will to pay to address this issue?
The HA need to ensure that they have laid out a ‘compelling rationale’ that will turn in
customers and/or investors to ‘pay’ without forgetting about the impact on society.

2. (product) The Customer and Social Value Proposition:
+.
+.

Figure 7.

What value do we deliver for society, the customer, and how will we show that we are
creating the aspired impact?
Clear thinking around what kind of social impact will be created and how it could be
measured should be addressed and (internal) maintained?

The ‘plain’ Housing associations’ Social Business Model structure as working sheet.
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As ‘not for profit’ organization the housing association is able to get a systematic and clear look on
their social business organization model stabilize, sustain and maintain towards their
responsibilities in society. A sustainable transformation of the housing associations’ organization
model will make the HA able to operate towards a sustainable, future oriented and feasible
organization (Blijie, Groenemeijer, Gopal, & ABF Research, 2012; CFV Centraal Fonds
Volkshuisvesting, 2012), taken their social responsibilities and the ever changing society into
account.

3.6. System Dynamics reflected on (Social) Business Models | 5 6.
System Dynamics is a methodology for studying and managing complex feedback systems, which
one finds in business and other social, real life systems. Following advantages are mentioned for
SD in business (Haijheydari & Zarei, 2006; Thurbly & Chang, 1995; Qureshi, 2007):
SD analyzes not only for company’s processes, but also its policies;
SD applies system thinking approach to study the entire business system rather than
studying only problematic processes;
SD helps in establishing business control metrics and quantifying.
System dynamic approach has been previously used in comparable business studies in broad
variety of purpose. It had been applied in order to study the effect of business reengineering in a
research, in the reengineering of concepts and projects (Burgess, 1998). In another research, SD in
used to analyze the process of strategy development by formulation, evaluation and
implementation in organizations. System thinking and simulation is in this research applied as tool
to manage the complex and dynamic strategy process (Fowler, 2003). In other cases, system
dynamics models are presented as feedback ‘loop’ in product development, alignment and
efficiency (Nielsen & Nielsen, 2008; Personen, Salminen, Ylen, & Riihimaki, 2008). Management,
business processes in which environmental changes are determinative for the financial and
sustainable feasibility of the entity are analyzed by the use of SD (Qureshi, 2007; Bleda & Shackly,
2008).
Starting, making business dynamics an effective tool in the management of a social entity, the
organization is in need to begin with the proper intent of continuity effort and with plans for long
term and sustainable gradual development. Second, they must select the suitable men who will
undertake to analyze the major corporate challenges, opportunities and problems and the factors
on which improvement depends (Forrester, 1961). Consequently, applying dynamic approach for
social business modeling would be appropriate and may help directors and mangers to find out
the result/consequences of different decisions through broad environmental influences.
In this research, SD in used for its ability to simulate and visualize development and causations in
time. The creation of the housing associations’ business model in system dynamics would make
parties capable to respond to the ever changing society. The research will bring together the
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impact of decision making in stable and unstable environmental conditions and their effect on
stock and capacities. The software package used to develop the model is Vensim. By the use of this
software, a model can be created that is running on specific input from the analysis method and
output, what aids structuring and managing data and information in favor of decision making.
“John D. Sterman mentioned the theoretical relevance of system dynamics as a supportive tool in
project management of the built environment. Not only can SD cope with extremely complex and
highly dynamic systems that consist of multiple interdependent components, it is also able to
handle multiple feedback processes, nonlinear relationships and quantitative as well as qualitative
data that one is concerned within large projects (Sterman J. , 1992; Sterman J. , 2000)”. Following
the mentioned main functionalities of the software and way of thinking SD fulfills a supportive and
essential role. In step 5 and 6 of this research (as visualized in figure 8) the abilities and
opportunities of system dynamics are used and reflected on the housing association and its
business model in societal context.

3

4

1

S1

5
2a

Figure 8.

6

S2

2b

Research step 5 6 elaborates on the relation between the housing associations’
variables and the defined model social business model, and makes the
connection between HAs’ generic variables and the generic Causal Loop Diagram;
by the system dynamics approach.

The systematic and dynamic reflection of ‘system dynamic thinking’ on the social business model
enables the HA to review their business model towards a sustainable and feasible organization. By
the translation of the social business model into a system dynamic business model, by the use of
Vensim (System Dynamics), the model will be able to reflect on the present business proposition
of a specific housing association in qualitative and/or quantitative level. The model will support in
the process of understanding and decision making and will gain insight in the key
interrelationships and dynamic patterns of the business case.

3.6.1. System Dynamics applied to the Social Business Model CANVAS
The understanding of the dynamics of complex business strategies, future oriented strategies and
models is nowadays limited by comparable complexities and situations that already appeared in
the past; this makes it hard to think about future opportunities, perspectives and risk management
(Ford, 2010). The development of a system dynamics social business model will help to understand
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housing associations’ complex strategy problems towards their sustainable character in nowadays
changing societal impacts, as residential market change and the new Law and Regulations
initiations. The model will capture and visualize these key interrelationships as qualitative causal
relations, and should besides help to understand business challenges.

Housing associations’ Causal Loop Diagram within SBM structure
The information gained about the research topic made it possible to develop the needed generic
variables within the building blocks to design a generic causal loop diagram for housing
associations’ operations. The set so called ‘generic variables’ (as mentioned in table 2ab) are
formed, based on their causations, in the Social Business Model structure. The diagram is giving
an abstracted but clear representation of these variables and blocks; the variable causalities in
joint structure. In figure 9 this representation can be found. The figure based on the social
business model and later elaborated housing associations’ (generic) variables is used as overview
and way to communicate the reflection of found structures. The relations between the variables
are becoming clear and causes of the problems will be easier to understand, analyze and
evaluate. These causations are later explained in this paragraph.
The further elaborated causal structure is subsequently translated to a more detailed Causal Loop
Diagram as can be found in figure 10. This diagram is visualizing the causal relation of the housing
associations’ (internal and external) variables (as well). The variables are causal related what
makes them integral and continuing affecting as societal change is affecting housing organizations
business model as well. Through the strict specification and abstraction of the variables by the
housing association as organization, the causal loop diagram makes management
board/organizations able to consider, check and/or discuss possible scenarios with available data.
The insights in the findings and relationships are further elaborated in a first Stock and Flow
‘setup’ structure, which is giving more insight in the models’ origin and behavior, as detailed in
paragraph 3.6.2.. This elaboration makes housing associations able to think about strategy
decisions and possibilities on short or long term impact on qualitative and quantitative level.
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Figure 9.

Abstracted and integral representation of the Generic HA’ Variables
within the Social Business Model structure.
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Figure 10.

The Causal Loop Diagram of housing associations’ internal and external (caused)
related variables. Causal insight in their actual problem.
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CLD transformed to a Stock and Flow structure (setup)
When the business environment in highly unpredictable and uncertain and we are working from a
limited range of expectations, however, our expectations will frequently be proven wrong.
Scenario planning by mathematical models offers a framework for developing more resilient
conservation strategy policies when faced with uncontrollable, irreducible uncertainty. The taking
of a wait and see strategy in these positions, in which decisions will be postponed, can create the
window of opportunities for competitors.
The underestimation can lead to strategies that neither
defend against the threats nor take advantage of the opportunities that higher level of
uncertainty may provide. System Dynamics modeling can help in understanding the complex
interactions of market, and as scenario planning technique fundamental in the determination of
strategy (Courtney H., 1997; Peterson Garry D., 2003). SD enables scenario analysis by a) having
the ability to simulate a model under different circumstances by varying parameter values and in
addition b) by developing multiple sub systems of which data can be compared. The first
mentioned utility a) is applied by using key trends, industry forces, market forces and macro
economic forces, these factors will influence the house stock portfolio and other internal
operational and organizational (BM building block) factors.
Scenario planning can incorporate a variety of quantitative and qualitative information in the
strategy/decision making process. Often, consideration of this diverse information in a systemic
way leads to better decisions. The aimed outcome of further research by modeling is focusing on
the ability to write strategy stories within the scope of organizations’ capabilities. What are the
external influencing factors? How are these factors influencing the strategy?, and how can these
variables, translated into features, can create the insight into sustainable future strategies.
In further research the Stock and Flow structure could be translated to a validated mathematical
model in which the causations are formed by research and well founded data. A first setup of the
SF model, based on the defined CLD structure is elaborated in step 7 of this research as visualized
in Figure 11.

7

Figure 11.

Research step 7 should be seen as a side and not finished exploring step of this
research. Step 7 elaborates on the transformation of the CLD to the stock and
flow model to gain more insight in detailed causations, quantities and possibilities
through scenarios studies. Step 7 can be seen as start up for further research.
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Because of the leading role of the Social Rent section of the HA, this section is visualized. The
operational model should be divided into 3 working frames in which each HA section can be
elaborated, knowing Social Rent (SR), Commercial Rent (CR) and Sales (S). For each section the
model should be build up through the same ‘causing variables’ but they will differ in the change
development causing variables and in the way of adapting to the residential needs and market,
societal requests.
The variables are interconnected by formulas, which are based on both; research data and
assumptions. The endogenous and exogenous data need to be further elaborated and tested to
gain a valid model that can be used for case studies and scenario analysis. The further developed
Stock and Flow model could gain insight in variables’ levels of impact and can be further
elaborated on complex dynamic processes.

Stock and Flow model setup
The Stock and Flow structure, a first setup can be found in appendix 3., is gaining insight in the
problem of the internal addressing of external effects (variables). The model elaborates on the
balancing relation between the level of Law and Regulation change and the ‘adapted Stock’; the
higher the level of Law and Regulation (L&R) the harder it will be to change/develop (to gain) the
right stock in regard to the requirements. After the applied requested Stock change the
completions of L&R implementation is increasing, which results in a L&R requests decrease, so in
a balancing loop. Another balancing relationship loop in connection with the ‘adapted Stock’ is
formed through the needs of the residential market and so customer (and beneficiary) segments.
Demand & Supply, based on society and residential developments is effecting the change of stock
in a way that the more household Demand & Supply occurs; the more stock should be developed.
The more requested stock is adapted/developed; the more addressed demand is given as a
result. The ‘Knowledge management’ regulates this variable in a way that the organization should
be aware of demographic en economic development that is affecting their present business
proposition.
Besides there is a reinforcing loop that is visualizing the causation between the level of L&R
change, that is influencing the speed and organizations’ ability of stock change/adaption, caused
by the degree of requirements/difficulty; the higher the level of L&R development as requirement
change > the more time (AT delay) it will take to adapt into the desired ‘ adapted Stock’ > the
longer it will take to reach the completions of L&R implementations.
In addition there is the effect on Revenue Streams and so on the Surplus and Partners, among
others, these results, when positive, are strengthen the Value Proposition of the HA.
(van de Ven, In Engaged Scholarship: Creating Knowledge for Science and Practice, 2006) There
are three main variables related to problem analysis and decision making to get insight in and
improve adaption and implementation, in times of changing society; (a) The evaluation of the
Stock (division and volume); (b) Supply and Demand and (c) the impact and change of Law and
Regulations. Besides those three assessment variables, multiple other variables are used in the
model to support the calculations.
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3.6.2. Models’ origins and behavior
System Dynamics, however and rightly, is strategic in orientation and it is often seen as necessary
tool to introduce ‘soft’ variables in problem analysis such as Customer Satisfaction as an influence
on, say, New Order Inflow Rate. There are several ways in which that can be done. In SD practice
the uncertainties are usually justified by the argument that one is concerned with general
patterns of identified behavior, rather than with precise numbers (Coyle, May, 1999). This science
is taken as a reasonable starting point in the design, knowing that the problem description should
not become more severe by using several (more) multipliers in the definition of a variable, since
new causations need to be researched and/or assumptions needs to be made. Important to be
aware of the number of uncertainties in relation to the causations/relationships, they need to be
controlled, transparent and clear stated.
The constructed model about the HA social business in actual context, some present quantities
and predictions need to be represented in the model. As earlier mentioned in this these, there
are filtered out a couple of trends and developments that will be addressed by the Stock and Flow
structure and can be addressed by data sources, which gave input for the exogenous variables.
These exogenous variables are within the model structure and have got a direct influence on the
model (stock, flows, variables); the generic variables are basically represented in the SBM
structure through the variables in the CLD figure 9. There are also filtered endogenous variables,
these variables are established within the model and have got a direct influence on other
variables in the model, the arrows visualizing the causations and are qualified by process theory
in which every process step is validated, so the process ‘result’ is validated (van de Ven, Engaged
Scholarship, 2007). The endogenous and exogenous variables are together giving a description of
the model structure. In the next paragraphs, the origin and behavior of the ‘model leading’,
variables endogenous and exogenous) will be explained.

Model behavior (endogenous)
The tool generates insight in the variables behavior and causations through the representation of
several arrows and effects that are occurred by the model. The model variables are
interconnected, in which the most important effects are the delaying effect, the
adaption/completion ratio of the needs and the resulting strengthening effect on the value
proposition of the housing association. Following will gain insight in the dynamic behavior of the
organization and inter relationship of the business model within the dynamic complexity of our
society. The SF structure is gaining insight in the problem causations of housing associations,
towards their future oriented stock (portfolio management), and strategy. The housing Stock
(commercial , social rent and for sale) should be adapted by the right portfolio management from
stock state A to stock state B, because of the change in Demand, residential needs, and the
change in the development of Law and Regulation initiations (Repenning, 2002). As models’
starting point can be the following given:
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(External) Input: Initiated Law and Regulations & Residential Demand change;
Internal (HAs’) Process: Portfolio Management (Adapted, performed Stock), L&R
Implementation & Value Creation / Value Proposition building;
(Management, internal) Process Output: Adapted Stock > a secured and future oriented
Value Proposition of the HA.

Input | societies’ dynamics
The increased level of L&R initiations is in affecting the change of
Stock development in which the regulations are or aren’t allow/oblige the increased stock level.
The more change in L&R, the more changing effect on the Stock. Besides there is the delaying
effect on the change of the stock, because societies’ obligations are pushing the HA in a position
that performing the right stock towards market Demand is hard. This effect is formed by the
delay/AT on the Stock change development.
In addition the change of the Stock is affected by the change of the
market Demand. If more Demand is occurred that supply available, the stock should be
developed. If the level of demand and requirements by L&R are not fitted, a problem in housing
associations’ performing will be given as a result. The Demand is formed by the needs and
requests of the market, in which the
is taking part and in which the
(Jennissen & Nicolaas, 2014; Snellen, Nabielek, Hilbers, & Hamers,
2014) are forming the society scenario. The VP is increasing the level of Demand through the
naturally results of ‘word of mouth’ and other marketing effects, occurring when positive/high
graded results in customers satisfaction (Shiller, 2008; Eskinasi, 2011; Zhou, 2008). The society
scenario is formed, as mentioned, by expected development in residents’ market through
economic change, weighted by GDP (BBP in %) and the expected level of migration, weighted in
relative population growth. Scenarios can be used and should be applied in further calculations
and runs, because of the high unpredictable and uncertain environmental developments.
The way and level of stock change is affected by the external variables
but should also be manageable in the internal organization. The Social Rent Stock will for example
be adapted in a feasible way, in which the stock can be decreased through demolishing, or
appreciation to the Commercial Rent stock. The SR Stock can be increased through the additional
new SR build or through the depreciation of CR Stock to the social rent level that will
subsequently result in a decrease of the CR Stock. This switch might be interesting because of
L&R stock division requirements and the long term maintenance of the Stock amount
(Consultants, 2014; Figueira de Lemos & Hadjikhani, 2014).

Process & Output | portfolio management & adaption
The changed and/or further developed Stock will be given as a
result of the change in Demand and/or L&R initiations. The Stock should be adapted to the
requested level in Demand (residential needs) but can be affected by the regulations. Ideally, the
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adapted (SR) Stock is giving a feedback to the Demand that they are addressed, without delay,
which results in a positive inflow in the addressed Demand stock. Besides, there should be the
positive feedback to the L&R stock that the initiations are implemented in the organizations’
portfolio, so also this stock is able to increase. This operational situation is only manageable when
the Demands and Law and Regulations change are aligned and anticipated. When the volume and
amount of Stock is adapted to the input, residential needs, the needed Stock (change) will
decrease. Subsequently the state will give a distal effect on the strength of the Value Proposition
of the housing association by affecting the variables:
The to societal needs adapted Stock will give an implementation
of the L&R as a direct result, which will result in a decrease of the requirements that need to be
implemented. This development is keeping the HA in their rights required, and besides
strengthens their VP because of their ability to stepwise rethink their future oriented strategy. In
addition, the speed of L&R implementations can be affected by the number of partners in a way
that for example a well enhanced partnership with the municipality can increase the speed of
implementation through their accessibility to law enforcement. Also collaboration with (example)
investors can indirectly increase HAs’ VP through investment in their property.
The residential market demand as important input for HA’s acting will be
addressed when performed stock is adapted to the needs of the market. The Stock in alignment
with market Demand is resulting in the depreciation of the (SR) Stock Demand.
As a result of proper operation and portfolio management, and by additional use of the ‘level of
channels’ towards well maintained relationships, the housing association will generate revenues.
Also the governmental subsidy is generating a (secured) revenue stream.
Profit does count in business and makes the HA attractive for broad partners to cooperate in
entrepreneurship. Partnership is strengthening the financial, social and so the Value Proposition.
Because of the social character of the HA as organization the profit should be measured and
defined as financial and social profit and besides should be planned to invest in future. The
Surplus makes the HA stronger in their ability to think about (social) investments, innovative
entrepreneurship, and about several (new) ways of collaboration with partners. As result of a
positive revenue streams, a percentage can be shifted into the surplus which makes the HA more
free to undertake, more space will be left within the legal boundaries of the authorized profit.

Output | value proposition strengthening
The proposition of the HA can be formed through a right fulfilling of the requested variables
within the Building Blocks of the Social Business Model as mentioned earlier. The Value
Proposition can be build up in Vensim by the input of model variables and additional a couple of
weighting factors the HA could approve. The input gained from the portfolio management part of
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the model is addressed through the L&R requirements decrease. If this factor is increasing, it is
strengthening the VP of the HA, by the interpretation that the HA will then be able to act towards
society (requested) needs. In addition the VP is formed by the input of the level of
(as
mentioned before), the
, and the
serving and
established through the customers relationships By the presence of those variables under the
condition of a high customers’ satisfaction grade the HA will be able to sustain in their (unique)
value proposition. The channels can be checked in operation quality and variable presence of the
organization, in which the customers’ satisfaction grade will be checked on request of the
housing associations through the ‘KWH huurlabel’ (ICSB (iov KWH), February 2011; TeleTrain,
Altuition & Integron, May 2013).
The actual Value Proposition of the HA is formed be the built value in time, and can be measured
as a ‘status quo’ to check the organizations’ acting in the dynamic social context. Owing to a
missing alignment between the internal operations/portfolio management and the external
demands, the value proposition could depreciate.

3.6.3. Model input (exogenous)
In research came clear the exogenous impact of Law and Regulation on the acting of the HA in
the time. Because of the complex and fast changing character of the legislation of HA the
organization should be able to operate between this change of law and market demand. Knowing
that the housing associations are characterized through their varying position towards the
government in their initial tasks, mission and possibilities. Subsequently the research could
translate these findings into a development ‘a graph’ that is ‘peak wise’ influencing the state of
the total model. Peaks do simplifying visualize the change in legislation and so the number of L&R
initiations, which is affecting the needed stock change development. In addition, the higher the
level of initiations the more effort it will take to adapt the stock to the right performing amount
and division, this makes the L&R peaks influencing the AT (delay) on the needed time to adapt.
The level of economic development is affecting the pressure on the house market, especially in
the rent sector. The residential tendency from sale to rent is predicted and besides there is the
influence of the purchasing power and (financial) certainty. For the higher stock segment the
value decline will appear (did appeared) and the WOZ value is reinforcing this development. With
a low cyclically market the pressure in the rent sector will get increased. The models’ get
influenced by the low or high cyclically market, so a positive or negative economic development,
by which the change in demand of stock will react. The for example negative economic
development will increase the change of new SR Demands (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek,
2014; Consultants, 2014).
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Demographic development is a change of all time and will be formed through several ways and
levels of (im )migration and by diverse motivations that results in regional population
development/change. People/customers need to move because of their financial status, they are
willing to move because of facility levels and requirements, or they can decide to go for a better
offer by which the price quality ratio is more attractive. Population growth, immigration,
emigration, but also market competitors are playing a role in the field of demographic
development and so requested state of supply. The demographic development is therefore
influencing the present state of demand (change) for a certain region. In general, when the
population is growing, the change in the (SR) demand will increase (Centraal Bureau voor de
Statistiek, 2014; Consultants, 2014; Jennissen & Nicolaas, 2014).
The exogenous Input for the Partners is placed in the structure to take the entrepreneurial
opportunities of the HA, through collaboration, into account. Where the independence of
housing associations goes along with an enlargement of their playfield and strength of their VP
through partnerships, the HA should understand the importance of the insight in their
opportunities towards their sustainable character. Municipalities and other HA can strengthen
their VP in a way of easier processing, law enforcement and co creation. Investors, healthcare
and universities can cooperate and broaden the playfield because of their strong and unique VP.
Housing associations are ‘supported’ by the state to fulfill their targets and their mission. The CFV
(Centraal Fonds Volkshuisvesting) is trading for the actions based on project ‘backing’ and needed
reorganization. These legal regulations are the financial support in the risk management of HA. In
addition there is WSW (Waarborgfonds Sociale Woningbouw) that is acting as backstop from the
government in loans to HA. At last there is the ability for housing associations to own land in a
much more (financial) comfortable trade, in comparison to profitable organizations and/or
investors, enterprises. This is giving the housing associations a financial more stable position
within the very demanding requirements they need to respond to; on the one hand the ‘subsidy’
is requiring a high level of results that need to be delivered and many borders within they need to
operate. On the other hand, the ‘subsidy’ is covering the housing association in their way of social
operating that offers them their unique ‘not for / non profit’ position (Overheid, 2014;
Rijksoverheid, 2014). In the model the ‘subsidy’ variable is affecting the revenue streams positive
and can be seen as the backstop, but should always be dependently connected to the L&R
development. If there would not be L&R enforcement, there would also not be the benefits of the
‘subsidy’.
The position of the customers is ideally highly presented in or connected to every building block
of the social business sheet. The variable customers’ satisfaction grade in direct connected to the
value proposition of the housing association, through which this variable is influencing the leading
model by a shadow variable. The higher the satisfaction grade owned by the customer, the higher
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the value proposition of the HA will be because of customers’ satisfaction as urgent organization
goal, besides the HA should take the beneficiary segments into account while they are thinking
about their target group (ICSB (iov KWH), February 2011).
The (residents’ service) channels are establishing the customer relationships of the HA and
thereby supporting the VP of the organization. Through the right level of channels the housing
association is able to deliver the VP to the customer in they way they prefer. The office, the
online service and provided maintenance, in combination with friendly assistance are strong
customer selling point for the HA, through which they can build on their commitment (ICSB (iov
KWH), February 2011; Tweede Kamer der Staten Generaal, 2014).

3.6.4. Validity of the design
The research validity is founded by the purpose of abductive reasoning. ‘

Since the research is focusing on the causal relations of
the problem and process analysis, the design is validated through the validated of each research
events, activity and/or choice.
When research does not enable to determine the validity (in time), the plausibility is given as next
best option (van de Ven, Engaged Scholarship, 2007). The experts in the business field of housing
associations were consulted in the research period at times of decisions making and in the design
of the assessment tool, with the aim to verify and validate the design process, in whether the
leading variables should be addressed in the model an how they are influencing each other. Their
expertise, knowledge and experience in business field are seen as sufficient to oversee plausible
correlations.
Diagnoses, by modeling insight, has given a ‘see through’ in the background of the process and
occurring of problems, and besides is giving the insight in the effecting factors on the
management strategy based on housing associations’ mission. Subsequently, the ‘research
intervention’ is giving a way to deal with the process, knowing the problems and uncertainties. Is
the intervention dealing with the problem and was the right causal link addressed during the
research period (Verschuren P. , 2011; Repenning, 2002)? Further research elaboration,
opportunities and/or validation will be discussed in chapter 6.
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4. Conclusion
How will housing associations become able to make strict and profitable decisions in times of
economize today and uncertainties? How are HA able to develop the right and future oriented
strategy, in which their portfolio management, value chain and so their social business model are
secured? How do we achieve a well structured social business model program in which
organizational, social and financial objectives are ensured? Which (external) requirements are set
in the obtaining of profit (social and financial)? And in which role the finance and (financial)
partners could and will participate?
The problem, the housing associations’ inability to sustain their value creation and therefor their
business proposition within todays’ development, as now can be concluded, is caused by many
societal variables within our critical reality. The problem is evolved due a mix of internal and
external changing factors. Those factors lay in field of policy, authorities, law and regulations,
capabilities and responsibilities, risks, and the lack of entrepreneurial engagement. Housing
associations are approached as organization in the business field of ‘not for profit’ organizations.
The problem causation lies mainly in the desired, not yet available, insights in possible business
transformations. Besides, there is the absence of a business model structure from the
entrepreneurial and the societal point of view.
A business model strategy support structure, should be approached as dynamic acting model, since

the housing association need to be able to sustain their value proposition in our
rapidly, and continuous changing world,
and should operate as follows:
The future proof; sustainable, feasible and (social ) profitable, Dutch housing associations should;

1.

Firstly, the housing associations need to become aware of their actual business
proposition (‘status quo’) in our ever changing society, by the use and design of
a social business model structure; as more precisely explained in chapter 3.5.

2.

Secondly, the HA should focus on their sustained value chain through future
oriented and ‘out of the box’ market orientation in movement & development
and the exploration of (new) commitment(s) and partnership opportunities; as
elaborated in chapter 3.6.

It has been proven that the problem is integral, multidisciplinary, and is changing in time, and so
the solution should be integral and multifaceted as well. The goal of the research: ‘
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is realized through an innovative approach of
the business modeling. Innovation and creativity in combination with social ‘not for profit’
business in business modeling, and the reflection of system dynamics on the defined social
business model structure made new insight transparent. The strength of this reflected approach
lies in the incorporation of external impacting, and continuous changing variables, causations,
feedback loops, and strategic management in the dynamic stability in time. This research process
strategy allowed the model to evolve to the needed strategy insights.

This research proves that insights will be gained,
and opportunities will be discovered, by the use and support
of the social and dynamic business model structure.

The strategy support structure/tool reflects on and identifies critical issues relevant for changing
and developing the business organization strategy within todays’ changing society. This allows
housing associations’ policy makers to see the causations and consequences of for example
certain law and regulations development, and the impact of economic and demographic
developments on organizational acting.
Knowing the increasingly importance of this concept, this modeling approach can be of great
value for organizations in process of strategizing while the model is giving insight in the internal
dynamic business structure and the external influencing variables that need to be taken into
account in time. Innovation, and future orientation capacity is the key to growth of (social ) profit,
sustainability and appropriate value creation in todays’ business development. Society is in need
of new ways of thinking and the social and dynamic business model structure allows and
stimulates the organization to see these new innovation directions and business opportunities. In
order to stimulate the development of social entrepreneurial thinking and innovative
organizational strategizing; the social and dynamic approach of business modeling as structure
should be used as tool.

Social and Dynamic business model structure
The structure consists of 10 building blocks, which are all interconnected and transformed into a
dynamic model. The organizational variables can be extracted by the management and
transformed into the social and dynamic business model structure to see causations, probable
gaps and business opportunities. Research had shown that housing associations’ opportunities
are founded in the regulation and/or entering into effective partnerships between profit and non
profit organizations, and besides their operational awareness of future developments and market
orientation. In addition, to strengthen and ensure their unique position, they need to focus on a
financial planning of (re ) investment, and contribution to financial and societal profits. This all in
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order to sustain there unique market position, business proposition and financial sustainability.
Appropriateness, efficiency, attention and control as management headlines in which their
increased success capacity in commercial competitions will play an increased role.
The structure gave insight in these relations and opportunities, and besides contributes to the
solution of the HAs’ problem; their lack of insight in their sustainable social business model
structure. The structure needs more research and testing to prove the practical implication and
more causational research to show relations viable. However, the usage of this process theory
and structural thinking could increase the transformation promising insights of housing
associations in their process of strategizing. In addition the structure will support and improve
substantiated decision making. In that way, the structure is supporting the HA in their planning
solutions up to implementation in the organization, towards their sustainable social business
model.
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5. Discussion
Transforming the CANVAS business model sheet into a social and dynamic business model
structure, as tool for housing associations’ board, is a challenging ambition for the problems the
organization is currently facing. Regarding the broad available research perspective, and besides
the available qualitative and quantitative insights, the integral collection and the further
structuring of knowledge and variables, was in need of specific events, activities and moments of
choices to downgrade the size of the research and make it feasible in time. In addition the
available numbers of done research in field of dynamic business modeling for not for profit
organizations or social enterprises was very limited. This fact made the validation of decisions and
design steps much harder, which are finally approved and validated, in assumption, but also
limited by the input from experts, based on knowledge and experience out business field.

Result interpretation
This thesis set out to improve the conditions for housing associations in their strategizing process
towards todays’ development. The contribution of this research is two folded. The social
entrepreneurial approach towards housing associations acting in todays’ society, and in addition
the reflection of the system dynamics thinking on the social business model. Resulting in a
supporting and reflecting structure for the housing association, to control and so sustain their
value proposition in time and to operate towards actual business opportunities within their
authorized field of business; their social business context. Housing associations’ and so
organizations current state of operations is necessary in the process of business model change
and opportunity development. The approach applied in this research would be operational for
organizations intending to change their BM or analyze their decision results/impacts in future. SD
approach on social business modeling enables the organization to simulate the operational
strategy in todays’ context and besides can give insight in probable BM scenarios before acting in
real world. This research besides clearly proves that making policy about business foundation may
lead to unknown opportunities and/or impacts on related variables. The found cause and effect
loops within housing associations’ business model structure, represented by the system dynamic
method, formed (filled out) by and then translated through managers, could be enabled to
investigate and communicate different policies and decision making scenarios (absolutely). The
results of this and causal research show that dynamic knowledge about business models could
lead to unexpected results and so new business opportunities and partnerships.
The results show that the decisions for strategic, future oriented business development in field of
housings associations lead to complex integral systems in which many variables need to be taken
into account, and will further lead to research choices, uncertainties and assumptions. But
especially looking at the conclusion of results, the dynamic approach of the social BM makes HAs
able to create clear integral organizational insights and evaluate the impact of specific societal
changes.
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Identified research limitations

validation

The following limitations where identified that influence the research process and possibly
following the result findings. Besides through time available the research scope had to be defined
at certain point in research, where variables are set. Following process steps (events, activities,
and choices) as earlier elaborated in chapter 4.2 are gaining insight in the system development
process, but are besides limiting the research and further possible elaboration.
1. The reflection of housing associations business concept to societies change is done by
found literature and expert (exploratory) interviews. The interviews were performed
through the consulting of multiple experts with various backgrounds in the exploratory
phase of this research. The data that results from interviews with the aim to discover the
valuable research perspective and context where derived from single contact (network
Gieling Consultancy) that could make the results harder to generalize. In contrast, the
experts that are consulted are each from a different company, with different background
and so expertise. But ideally, the qualitative research by interviews would be in addition
supported through a statistical data collection method;
2. For the application of the business model to housing associations organization the
Osterwalder business model CANVAS is chosen as appropriate business model to work
with, since this model is clear to communicate with (intern) and that as given important
research insights. No other business models are tested to work with, but would have
been influenced the research structure output;
3. The taken variables in the formulation of housing associations’ social business model
influencing variables are defined by experts’ grades. The selection of experts is assumed
as sufficient in the foundation of the research quality level and required width of insight;
4/5.The translation of HA specific variables to ‘measurable’/specific HA variables and to
generic variables is founded by ‘common sense’ which means that they could become
multi interpretable, this part is tried to be substantiated and well communicated by the
description (table) of the variables;
6. The dynamic supporting structure is developed by System Dynamics, using Vensim
software, because of the aimed clear process insight in business modeling and future
oriented development. Knowing this is not the only method that can be used for the
development of dynamic tools and future exploration, no other software methods were
tested as possible appropriate in the development of the dynamic structure.
This research is enlarging and innovative in its way of research approach and decision making, but
besides limited through the steps and milestones towards the development of the future
oriented; dynamic and social business model structure. I want to make mentioned that in future
exploration, assumptions need to be made. Knowing the fact that future cannot be ensured and
fully predicted,
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. As with the engaged scholarship model; Deutsch points out that ‘the stages of a
specific problem solving are seldom completed in sequence at the first attempt’, this research is
worth to be further explored, tested and specified. While this problem is still in the process of
being solved, this research is dealing with a large heterogeneous set of variables, theories, ideas,
creativity and criteria, with many variants of each, all competing for survival.

Recommendations and opportunities for future research
Ultimately for further research it is proposed to get the needed insight in each model causation
to upgrade the models’ abilities and absolute insights. The dynamic and social business model
represented in this research could be further elaborated, be implemented and tested in different
contexts to be fully applied in organizational strategy processes. When the model is fully
represented by the system dynamics methods up too a valid running stock and flow structure,
then housing associations’ managers could be enabled to fully investigate and communicate
about their future oriented, aspired strategy, by use of absolute scenarios through fully verified
and validated variables input, endogenous as well as exogenous. Additional data need to be
gathered and research should to be done, to validate each system integrated variable and
causation. In addition, to reach the full abstracted version of todays’ society, the number of
variables should be enlarged and subsequently weighted in the total structure.
The business model structure is used to be used in field of (new) business generation for every
(new) enterprise, it would be therefor interesting to explore other options of general business
dynamics, so the revised business model approach will be available for ‘every organization’
and/or start up. How should a dynamic business model approach influence the way enterprises
are developing and sustain their business?
A last interesting direction for further valuable research could also focusing on the
implementation of business models (in general) in not for profit organizations within their ability
and so organizational activity in new partnerships and integral collaboration. Expecting that
housing associations’ unique market position could be sustained, and ensured and possibly
enlarged when they are willing to act integral and cooperative in field of social entrepreneurship.
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7. Appendices
Appendix 1.

Figure 12.

(used) Societies’ variables as interview discussion setup

This representation of several icons is used as way of communication during
the exploratory interviews. The boxes with icons are used as starting point for
discussion about the importance of several business model influencing
variables. Through the interviews the level of impact from several variables is
Marianne (M.L.)
OldenburgerTheGraduation
thesis
areStrategy
used asEnrichment
space that could be filled in by
assumed/found.
White boxes
85
the experts themselves, where the number of variables had to be enlarged.

Appendix 2.

Summary of expert’ interviews

Several experts are interviewed in favor of the process of research orientation and study to gain
more insight in several perspectives on the case, and on the qualitative ‘side’ of the research
question. This process gave more feeling with the validity, and the value of some steps, which
proved helpful in the research discussion. The experts from broad background have given their
opinion about question sections as given below (in global) and the main answers and outcomes
of the interviews are subsequently summarized in Table 3. The Icon overview as mentioned in
Appendix 1, is used as start reference for the interviews and besides as discussion material about
the variables’ importance and the white boxes as variables that need to be fulfilled by experts’
input.

Interviewed Experts:
1. Piet de Vrije |
Woonstichting Patrimonium – Director
th

th

Date(s): ca. 26 June – 8 September

2. Hans Peter Benschop |
Trendbureau Overijssel – Manager
Date: 7th July 2014

3. Arnoud Leerling |
Municipality Ede & Leerlink – Communication, Marketing & Acquisition
Date: 10th July 2014

4. Gerrit Breeman |
Volkshuisvesting Arnhem – Director
Date: 8th August 2014

5. Henk Verschuur |
Poelmann van den Broek Advocaten – Advocate ‘building, construction law specialist’ / Partner
Date: 9th August 2014

6. Frank Eetgerink |
Provincie Overijssel – Senior Projectmanager
Date: 21th August 2014

7. Peter Vlek |
Fakton – Senior Real Estate & Finance Consultant and Knowledge Manager
Date: 3rd September 2014

8. Rene Idema |
Royal Haskoning DHV – Senior Advisor / Partner strategy and management consultants.
Date: 11th September 2014
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Interview main section + main outcomes in summary (1 4):

Table 3a.

The interviewed experts have given their perspective on the question section in
respond to my interview – questions starting point. The summary of main
findings is given.
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Interview main section + main outcomes in summary (5 8):

Table 3b.

The interviewed experts have given their perspective on the question section in
respond to my interview – questions starting point. The summary of main
findings is given.
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The by Interviewed experts graded variables:
Table 5 is giving an overview of the given grades by the interviewed experts and differs slightly of
the grades used from all consulted experts. Law and Regulation, and Return to core business are
in both scenarios the most high graded variables and are therefor used in the further developed
CLD and SF model.

Table 4.

The average grade of the by interviewed experts’ graded variables is giving a
representation of their perspectives on the research case and differs slightly off
the high graded variables by all consulted experts ass used, discussed and
elaborated in paragraph 3.4.1. – Table 1. The in average most important most
high graded variables are the same in both scenarios and can be therefor (as
assumed for truth in chapter 3.4) used in the CLD and SF model.
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Appendix 3.

Figure 13.

SDBM – Stock and Flow models

Stock and Flow Model
Social Rent section housing association – Social Business Model
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Figure 14.

Stock and Flow Model
Value Proposition housing association – Social Business Model
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Appendix 4.

SDBM Stock and Flow model formulas

Table 6.
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equations and
description, as setup and
valuable 92
for further
research.
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ABSTRACT
Transforming the CANVAS business model sheet into a social and dynamic business model
structure, as tool for housing associations’ board, is a challenging ambition for the problems
the organization is currently facing. Regarding the broad available research perspective, and
besides the available qualitative and quantitative insights, the integral collection and the
further structuring of knowledge and variables, was in need of specific events, activities and
moments of choices to downgrade the size of the research and make it feasible in time. The
developed model is able to visualize the proposition of the entity and makes them able to
think and communicate future oriented and ‘out of the box’. Maintenance of stability, control
and certainty; towards a sustainable strategy. ‘The start of exploiting opportunities’.
Keywords: Housing associations, social and dynamic business models, system dynamics,
strategy support, sustainable organizations.
INTRODUCTION
The opportunities, role and the context of housing associations (HAs) is in development and
in light of many dynamics of the surrounding world the housing associations are changing
too. Every day it is a well spoken subject in newspapers and operating questions are
surrounded. After the reading of paper news, articles and literature about the housing
association (HA); their future right to exist, the ‘Novelle van Blok’ and societal changing
housing preferences, the subject attracted more and more of my interest. The interest in;
causations between global and local trends, the innovation in field of data/knowledge, real
estate and housing, the changing housing preferences, vacancy versus overcrowded and the
unclear policy decisions. The principles and strategies of Housing associations are set long
time ago and we might should be wondered about the necessity and efficiency of their
operating nowadays. What should be done and possibly be changed in the inter
organizational, internal business? What about the organizational structure and role, the
collaboration, partners and the opportunities in our rapidly, continuing changing society?

Strategy enrichment
Through an enlightening and refreshing look at the housing associations’ business model and
acting, a sustainable insight on their operational and management strategy can be gained to
ensure and sustain their right to exist. The enrichment through proper insights in strategy
opportunities. Insight in their future possibilities and high potential (new) ways to go.
‘Future proof’ in a way that they will be able to act sustainable on their market (pro )
position, financial feasible within their authorized borders and (social ) profitable, in our
rapid changing society in coming years.
Research ‘circle’ (simon sinek’ golden circle)
Why?
Maintaining stability, control, value and certainty, towards the
associations – ‘the start of exploiting opportunities!’ Embedding
business case modeling, from the societal point of view, could be
organizations’ needed capacity, unique selling points, focus and so
enriched strategy.

strategy of housing
the improvement of
the way to focus on
their sustainable and

How?
The strategy decision support model will be used for
understanding organizations’ range of change opportunities
from an actual business model environment.
What?
Social and Dynamic business case modeling;
Strategy Enrichment.
Figure 1. Sinek’ Golden Circle
Problem definition and research context
Housing associations are facing a problem, ‘through societies’ dynamic and continuous
change, and their static acting as missing strategy response to it. Without improved
development of their value chain, revenue streams and the assurance of their future
oriented business proposition within a few years, housing associations will be forced to
lower their investments in new buildings, restructuring, and social and project oriented
development. These strategy decisions need to be made in addition to the urgent lowering
of their expenses, on the themes as; maintenance, service, quality of life and (organizational)
sustainability’. Housing associations are civil society organizations with their task to facilitate
housing for those that are not sufficient to finance it by themselves. Facilitating housing,
living environments and service are the key activities of HAs. Housing associations are
committed to facilitate affordable and good living. Their social economic task is stabilizing
those facilities (Weijer & Bervoets, 2012 5). Through political and social debates about the
financial continuation abilities of housing associations, the polarized discussion arises on
their entrepreneurial business decisions last years. The financial position and capabilities of
HA reached their authorized limits. Governmental regulation and development, and the cost
increases in today’s society, and additional the locked housing market, are causing the
deterioration of the finance and business proposition of the sector. The governmental
agreement is reinforcing this development. Investments by housing associations are and stay
under pressure.
The challenge of this research is to gain insight in the ever changing (social) business
organization model and the development of a strategy decisions support model in the field
of Housing associations’ policy and context. The model should give insight in the

organization’s needed capacity, unique business proposition, focus and so their strategy
(Teece, 2010). A model for understanding organizations’ ‘range of change opportunities’,
from an actual business model environment. The key trends, industry forces, market forces
and macro economic forces are affecting variables of the model that are influencing the
present business proposition of housing associations.
‘Our ever changing society calls for an ever changing (evolving) business model.’
(Problems’ solution M.L.Oldenburger)

Research objective and question
This research could strengthen the business proposition of a housing association by the
development of specific insight in their dynamic and complex operation. Insight in the future
trends and development that are influencing the business model of housing associations,
and the policy restrictions should be taken into account. The developed decisions support
structure should support the strength and integrality of in and external operational
opportunities, the strategy of the organization and should besides strengthen the insight in
housing associations’ ‘status quo’ and their future perspectives (Tegel & Hoof, 2011).
The research objective can be therefore formulated as follows: ‘To gain insight in the
business model structure from the societal point of view, defined by the sustainable
transformation of housing associations, as main goal of this thesis, is combining economic
prosperity and sustainable resource management to maintain dynamic stability in time.
Proper insight in this strategy decisions support model, which besides can be used as
valuable support tool (Figure 2), is the research object to be gained ’.
The research objective to create proper insight in strategy decisions is visualized in Figure 2.
The HA analysis should be approached (left hand) as organization in a complex and dynamic
context, the society. With HAs’ mission to stabilize and ensure housing for them whose are
not (financial) able to facilitate housing by themselves (right handed), their strategy should
be well founded in both; external variables within society, and future oriented mission
development. Their strategy should be adapted and used as tool to manage their ambitions.

external variables

Housing
Association
(in context)

= Strategy (depending on the set of features)

Mission
(Housing Association)

Support (by influencing 'the way of thinking')

Figure 2.

The research objective is to create ‘strategy support’ through insights in the
HA’ actual proposition and strategy decision process, towards their mission.

Based on the context, problem definition, research perspective and research objectives,
following research question is formulated and should be answered:
How should the future proof, ‘sustainable, feasible and (social) profitable’, Dutch
Housing Association operate?
PROBLEM FRAMEWORK
Housing associations
Entities do exist in many different ways. Organizations, Companies and Enterprises related to
their profit, non profit and ‘not for profit’ character. Housing associations are developed and
raised for society oriented targets with their non profit, governmental character. In time
their primary focus on social profit is changed and nowadays they are taking conscious and
the more ‘entrepreneurial focused’ decisions. Their ideology regarding to their customer
relationship and users’ satisfaction stands, but business efficiency and social targets are
getting the more energy in their entity. Housing associations are trying to balance between
their social interpretation, their financial glasses and their role in the creation of a powerful
city. A balance between; a defensive vs. a prospective character, and the social profit vs. the
financial profit (Koolma & Gerrichhauzen, 2011; Gruis V. , 2010). The balancing in between
various strategies will result in HA that will focus on the operation as a real estate company
or as the housing association as social intermediary. The housing association is searching
towards their true appropriate identity in which they secure their future proof business case.
Business Models
Sustainable, future oriented entrepreneurship is becoming the more and more important as
operational challenge for society and organizations. To support and motivate new initiatives
that can arrange new opportunities of collaboration, work and business; new application and
use of business models is necessary. The core business of business modeling is enclosed in
the sustainable perspective, feasible character and business proposition (core competence).
Besides the logic and clear character of operation value creation is forming continuity, in
which plural, collective and shared should be central pillars of new business development.
Multiple profit, founded in social shared objectives.
The structured and interconnected design of the (social and/or sustainable) business model
should be used as design tool in the process of business development, generating and
maintaining. Besides the tool should help to understand the dynamic complexity of the
environment, social, and economic system. The inability of humans to anticipate on the
dynamic consequences of policies adopted today, and to oversee causations; is requiring
abstraction and will be supported/covered by the model. An appropriate business model is
flexible and dynamic. The CANVAS business design approach should facilitate observing the
effects of strategy decisions on the business model’s building blocks and their interrelated
factors. This whole process redefined, may improve and sharpen the business model and
strategy, ‘social business modeling’, of housing associations.
Future exploration vs. data analysis
The research is formed through predictions based on numbers and data analysis, on
elaborated future scenarios and on the knowledge and experience of the spoken experts
during the comprehensive, pioneering, and exploratory research. The research meets
qualitative and quantitative through; emotion vs. ratio, alpha vs. beta, story telling vs. data.

Concluding research is highly strengthening policy and management through enriched or
new insights, but future explorations stay clear in a limited way.
RESEARCH DESIGN & PROCESS
Strategy support model for HAs
This support model should support in strategy decisions (to targets), regarding the future
oriented ‘environmental awareness’ of housing associations. Once, the diversified housing
association could simply point its business units as particular strong end products and
services and admonish them to become leading in the (social) residential market. But since
residential market, innovation and policy boundaries changing even more quickly, enterprise
targets are hard to capture and ensure (Dorr & Wittenberg, 2012). In most practices, the
internal portfolio management and the maintaining of organizations’ stability, control and
certainty is viewed apart from the societies’ key trends, industry forces, market forces and
macro economic forces. However, those external affecting variables are influencing the
present state, business proposition and so the sustainability of the housing association. This
lack of alignment possibly leads to incorrect strategy decisions, towards housing
associations’ needed portfolio development and partnerships.
Therefore, the aim of the strategy support model is to gain insight in the interdisciplinary
relations between the overarching society with its law and regulation, residents’ needs and
preferences (changes), and the housing association’s value proposition, quality and way of
acting. The HA should be able to quickly implement the changes of needs and social
requirements by law and regulations.
Strategy support model’ development process
There is no unique instruction to follow making sure that a designed business model is
successful. Indeed, modeling is basically an innovative process and there are different
methods and approaches to design a dynamic model (Sterman J. , 2000). As validity of the
results in a model based study, it is crucially dependent on the validity of the model for
which several validation steps need to be taken (Barlas, 1996). In this research, following
logical ‘process theory’ steps have been applied in the reliable research and modeling
process, knowing that entities/variables participate in the ‘events’ and will change over time.
The process approach steps will be explained, and are layered and incorporate both
immediate and distal causations (van de Ven, Engaged Scholarship, 2007). Parallel and
sequential steps together will form the translation of the housing association’ organizational
and societal variables, towards insight in their strategizing and operating within their social
and dynamic business model.
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Figure 3.

Visualization of the strategic decisions and path changes (flow chart) in this
process oriented, pioneering, research.

1.

‘Activity’ | The reflection of housing associations business concept to societies
change. A pioneering research to gain insight in the problems and challenges, and
their internal and external changing variables that are influencing HAs’ business
proposition. Expert interviews from broad perspective and literature, helped to
formulate and validate the problem;

2.

a&b ‘Choice & Activity’ | Decided in to apply the Business Model CANVAS concept /
thinking on the housing association as organization and possible social enterprise.
That resulted in the translation to/application of a social business model (SBM) in
which the Surplus is added as measurable variable and management tool in the
organizational and entrepreneurial planning and aspired Social Return On
Investment;

3.

‘Choice’ | The formulation of housing associations’ social business model influencing
variables within the SBM building blocks, feedback (on the level of importance of the
variables) from the experts is given on the earlier identified variables to validate the
decision making, subsequently research focus of the qualified model. A number of
variables are chosen form the total;

4.

‘Activity’ | The in average most high graded number of variables are translated to
‘measurable’/specific HA variables to work with;

5.

‘Event’ | Formulating the HA specific variables to generic variables and the
positioning of these identified HA variables in the Social Business Model structure;

6.

‘Event’ | Connecting the HAs’ generic variables to the generic causal loop diagram
within the SBM structure. The reflection of system dynamics to the social business
model structure of the housing association enables the business model and so the HA
to reflect on their SBM in time (coming). Valuable insight in appropriate business
opportunities and strategies are aspired;

7.

‘Activity’ | The starter design of the Stock and Flow model is developed in which the
problem of Law and Regulation (L&R) implementation on HAs’ portfolio management
(towards residential need change) in time is studied. This step should be elaborated
in subsequent study.

Variables collection and selection enabled through experts (Step 1 3 4)
Through expert’ interviews and literature research, subsequently through expert graded
variables the research focus is determined. The found variable focus of this research had to
be translated to measurable, concrete variables to be used in the social business model
development for the HA. The through experts ‘high level of impact on housing associations’
business model’ graded variables, are hereby translated into a variable that can be used and
measured in the social business model. The following variables are labeled as the ones with
the most powerful impact, and are used in the further model design process.
Return to core Business (proposition change);
Law and Regulation (impact Novelle van Blok);
DAEB, niet DAEB separation;
Migration to cities (combination of growth cities and shrinkage on country side);
Change of residential demand (growth of (social) rent needs);
Emi /Immigration;

Business Modeling and housing associations (Step 2 a&b)
The structured design by building blocks will frame and control the business proposition of
the housing association. The business model will help to understand the organization in the
complexity of the environment; social, and economic system of HAs.
The social enterprise model is nearly to the concept of the ‘not for profit’ organization. They
want to create as many social impacts, as well as the financial and commercial sustaining of
their independency and continuity. The balancing in between social profit and financial
investment is used as the concept to deal with HAs’ challenge of change. The challenge is to
improve and sharpen their sustainable business model and strategy, ‘social business
modeling’; they want to quantify their social impact and (social) return on investment (SROI),
also known as surplus (Tegel & Hoof, 2011). The Surplus reflected on the CANVAS business
model in case of the business case of housing associations enables the HA to think and
communicate about their social business organization model in a structured, and clearly
substantiated way. The addition of the ‘Surplus’ is resulting in the 10th business model
building block (figure 4, based on the 9 CANVAS + 1 building block), according to the
‘financial aspects’, the Surplus.
10. (financial aspects) The Surplus building block represents the SROI, social profit a
housing association generates and/or aspires. Besides / Within there should be the
surplus management and planning of the social results, about how to gain, qualify,
grade, and reinvest them;
a. How much Surplus do you plan to create?
b. Where do you plan to reinvest your social profits?

Because of the strict dependence between the Value Proposition, and Customer Segments in
the Social Business Model, the Value Proposition and Customer Segments need to be
transformed as well in case of the applied social business model. The interrelationships are
resulting in following building block addition:
1. (customer interface) The Beneficiary and Customer Segments:
+. Who are the people and/or organizations that are will to pay to address this issue?
+. The HA need to ensure that they have laid out a ‘compelling rationale’ that will turn
in customers and/or investors to ‘pay’ without forgetting about the impact on
society.

2. (product) The Customer and Social Value Proposition:
+. What value do we deliver for society, the customer, and how will we show that we
are creating the aspired impact?
+. Clear thinking around what kind of social impact will be created and how it could be
measured should be addressed and (internal) maintained?

System Dynamics applied to the Social Business Model CANVAS (Step 5 6)
The development of a system dynamics social business model will help to understand
housing associations’ complex strategy problems towards their sustainable character in
nowadays changing societal impacts, as residential market change and the new Law and
Regulations initiations. The model will capture and visualize these key interrelationships as
qualitative causal relations, and should besides help to understand business challenges.
The information gained about the research topic made it possible to develop the needed
generic variables within the building blocks to design a generic causal loop diagram for
housing associations’ operations. The set so called ‘generic variables’ are formed, based on

their causations, in the Social Business Model structure. The diagram is giving an abstracted
but clear representation of these variables and building blocks; the variable causalities in
joint structure. In figure 4 and 5 this representation can be found. The figure based on the
social business model and later elaborated housing associations’ (generic) variables is used
as overview and way to communicate the reflection of found structures. The relations
between the variables are becoming clear and causes of the problems will be easier to
understand, analyze and evaluate.

Figure 4.

Abstracted and integral representation of the Generic Variables (research
focus), within the developed Social Business Model structure.

Figure 5.

The Causal Loop Diagram of housing associations’ internal and external
(caused) related variables.

CONCLUSION
A business model strategy support structure, should be approached as dynamic acting
model, since the housing association need to be able to sustain their value proposition in our
rapidly, and continuous changing world, and should operate as follows: the future proof;
sustainable, feasible and (social ) profitable, Dutch housing associations should;

1.

Firstly, the housing associations need to become aware of their actual business
proposition (‘status quo’) in our ever changing society, by the use and design of a
social business model structure; as more precisely explained above Figure 4.

2.

Secondly, the HA should focus on their sustained value chain through future oriented
and ‘out of the box’ market orientation in movement & development and the
exploration of (new) commitment(s) and partnership opportunities.

It has been proven that the problem is integral, multidisciplinary, and is changing in time,
and so the solution should be integral and multifaceted as well. The goal of the research: ‘to
gain the desired insight in the business model structure from the societal point of view,
defined by the sustainable transformation of housing associations’, is realized through an
innovative approach of the business modeling. Innovation and creativity in combination with
social ‘not for profit’ business in business modeling, and the reflection of system dynamics
on the defined social business model structure made new insight transparent. The strength
of this reflected approach lies in the incorporation of external impacting, and continuous
changing variables, causations, feedback loops, and strategic management in the dynamic
stability in time.
The strategy support structure/tool reflects on and identifies critical issues relevant for
changing and developing the business organization strategy within todays’ changing society.
This allows housing associations’ policy makers to see the causations and consequences of
for example certain law and regulations development, and the impact of economic and
demographic developments on organizational acting.
DISCUSSION
The results show that the decisions for strategic, future oriented business development in
field of housings associations lead to complex integral systems in which many variables need
to be taken into account, and will further lead to research choices, uncertainties and
assumptions. But especially looking at the conclusion of results, the dynamic approach of the
social BM makes HAs able to create clear integral organizational insights and evaluate the
impact of specific societal changes.
Ultimately for further research it is proposed to get the needed insight in each model
causation to upgrade the models’ abilities and absolute insights. The dynamic and social
business model represented in this research could be further elaborated, be implemented
and tested in different contexts to be fully applied in organizational strategy processes.
When the model is fully represented by the system dynamics methods up too a valid running
stock and flow structure, then housing associations’ managers could be enabled to fully
investigate and communicate about their future oriented, aspired strategy, by use of
absolute scenarios through fully verified and validated variables input, endogenous as well
as exogenous.
The business model structure is used to be used in field of (new) business generation for
every (new) enterprise, it would be therefor interesting to explore other options of general

business dynamics, so the revised business model approach will be available for ‘every
organization’ and/or start up. How should a dynamic business model approach influence the
way enterprises are developing and sustain their business?
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SAMENVATTING
De transformatie van CANVAS business modellen naar sociaal en dynamisch business
modellen, als tool voor het management van woningcorporaties, is een uitdagende ambitie
voor de huidige problemen en uitdagingen van de organisatie. Uitgaande van een breed
maatschappelijk perspectief en benodigde kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve gegevens en
inzichten, was het zaak een integraal inzicht op de kwestie te ontwikkelen. Om dit proces in
juiste banen te leiden hebben er uiteenlopende activiteiten, keuzes en ontwikkelingen
plaatsgevonden die tezamen de grote hoeveelheid aan input bij elkaar hebben gekregen. Het
ontwikkelde model is in staat de situatie en propositie van de corporatie in kaart te brengen
en bespreekbaar te maken. Het maakt de woningcorporatie bewust van de kansen die er
voor hen liggen in de markt en/of maatschappij en stimuleert daarnaast het ‘out of the box’
en toekomstgericht nadenken, over het bestaansrecht van de organisatie. Het in stand
houden, controle en zekerheid, maar middels kansen richting een duurzame strategie.
Trefwoorden: Woningcorporaties, sociaal en dynamische business modellen, system
dynamics, strategie support, duurzame organisaties.
INTRODUCTIE
De kansen, de rol van en context van de woningcorporatie zijn in ontwikkeling en worden
vanaf vele zijden belicht en het bestaansrecht van de entiteit wordt ter discussie gesteld. De
principes, strategieën en missies zijn lang geleden vastgesteld maar moeten vandaag de dag
opnieuw tegen het licht worden gehouden en bepaald, deze uitdaging wekte mijn interesse.
Wat zou er moeten gebeuren om de woningcorporatie terug te krijgen in zijn duurzame
karakter en op welke vlakken moeten er dan ook intern ontwikkelingen doorgemaakt
worden? Door alle uiteenlopende ontwikkelingen in de maatschappij op het gebied van
woonwensen, wet en regelgeving, demografische ontwikkeling en ongelijkheden en
innovatie, ontstaat er een nieuw speelveld waarop de woningcorporatie vernieuwend moet
leren acteren.

Strategie verrijking
Door een verfrissende en vernieuwende kijk op de woningcorporatie en het sociale business
model is er een duurzaam inzicht ontstaan op de wijze waarop de woningcorporatie
toekomstbestendig zou kunnen acteren. Verrijking en verbreding van inzichten in de
mogelijkheden is verkregen en dus kan er na worden gedacht over nieuwe, haalbare en
toekomstgerichte kansen in de markt, dus maatschappij.
Stabiliteit, controle, meerwaarde en zekerheid. Door de verbetering en verrijking van
‘business case modeling’, vanuit het maatschappelijke oogpunt, krijgt de woningcorporatie
middels inzicht, de mogelijkheid om te richten op efficiëntie, hun unieke marktpositie, te
bepalen scope en duurzame strategie.
Vanuit de onderzoek context, probleemdefinitie, het onderzoeksperspectief en de
doelstellingen is de volgende onderzoeksvraag geformuleerd:
Hoe zou de toekomstbestendige, ‘duurzame, haalbare en (sociaal) – rendabele’,
Nederlandse woningcorporatie moeten opereren?
ONTWERP VAN EEN SOCIAAL EN DYNAMISCH BUSINESS MODEL
Om de huidige problematiek, maar ook de kansen en krachten van de woningcorporatie aan
elkaar te kunnen koppelen, is er gebruikt gemaakt van een proces georiënteerd, pionierend
onderzoek waarin in de eerste instantie is gekozen voor het verbreden van de kennis en het
al aanwezige draagvlak. Vervolgens is er vanuit de ‘process theory’ stap voor stap
toegewerkt naar het support model voor de woningcorporatie. Onderstaand figuur
visualiseert dit proces. Elke stap is onderstaand kort uitgewerkt en meegenomen, om de
vorming van het model te ondersteunen en valideren (van de Ven, Engaged Scholarship,
2007). Parallel en in serie hebben er activiteiten, ontdekkingen en keuzes plaatsgevonden
die tezamen het transformatieproces hebben gevormd. Een transformatie van de
woningcorporatie als organisatie, middels vernieuwende en ‘out of the box’ inzichten, naar
toekomst gerichte, strategische keuzes en kansen.
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Figuur 3.

1.

Visualisatie van de logische en/of strategische keuzes in het pionierende
onderzoeksproces als ‘flow chart’.

‘Activiteit’ | De spiegeling van het business concept van de woningcorporatie op
hedendaagse maatschappij. Vanuit een pionierende blik op en problemen en
uitdagingen van de corporatie zijn de intern en extern beïnvloedende
aspecten/variabelen in kaart gebracht en gevalideerd, middels expert interviews en
literatuurstudie is het probleem in zijn context geplaatst.

2.

a&b ‘Belissing en Activiteit’ | Er is gekozen om het Business Model CANVAS concept
en denken toe te passen op de woningcorporatie als organisatie en mogelijke sociale
onderneming. Dit resulteerde in een transformatie en toepassing van het Sociale
Business Model, waarin de Surplus als building block, mogelijke management tool, is
meegenomen. Daarnaast is er gedacht over de corporatie als sociale onderneming.

3.

‘Beslissing’ | De variabelen die het sociale business model van de woningcorporatie
beïnvloeden zijn geformuleerd en vastgesteld middels selectie (keuzes experts).
Hiermee is de onderzoek focus vastgesteld en is dit aangenomen als waarneembare
onderzoeks scope. Een deel van de variabelen is hierin meegenomen.

4.

‘Activiteit’ | De geformuleerde variables binnen de onderzoeks scope zijn vertaald
naar meetbare variabelen zodat ze absolute waarden in het model kunnen innemen.

5.

‘Event’ | De formulering van de specifieke variabelen binnen de algemene variabelen
en de integrale positionering van deze variabelen in het sociale business model –
verbinden (Figuur 2).

6.

‘Event’ | Het verbinden van de invloedrijke variabelen als Causal Loop Diagram
binnen de social business model structuur (Figuur 3). Dit geeft de woningcorporatie
de mogelijkheid hun propositie in de markt en maatschappij op een zeker moment te
bekijken en hierop te reflecteren en eventueel te sturen. Waardevol inzicht op de
business case, kansen en mogelijkheden, van de woningcorporatie kan hiermee
worden gegenereerd.

7.

‘Activiteit’ | Een start van het Stock and Flow model ontwerp is gedaan waarmee
concrete informatie over de ‘stand van zaken’ van de corporatie concreet kan
worden gemaakt. Dit model geeft de woningcorporatie de mogelijkheid om te sturen
op vraag en eisen (wet en regelgeving). Het ontwikkelen van deze stap zal in verder
onderzoek verder ontwikkeld moeten worden om de mogelijkheden te vergroten.

.
Figuur 2.

Geabstraheerde en integrale weergave van de algemene variabelen in het
voor woningcorporaties ontwikkelde sociale business model

Figuur 3.

Het Causal Loop Diagram van de woningcorporatie, gebaseerd op de
belangrijkste, ‘veroorzakende’, interne en externe variabelen.

CONCLUSIE & DISCUSSIE
Een business model als strategie verrijkende tool voor de woningcorporatie kan worden
verkregen door het dynamisch en vanuit sociaal, maatschappelijk en toekomst gericht
perspectief aan te vliegen. De woningcorporatie in onze altijd veranderende economie is in
staat om duurzaam, haalbaar en toekomstgericht te opereren wanneer:

1.

Ze ten eerste, zich bewust worden van hun actuele business propositie (‘status quo’)
binnen onze altijd veranderende maatschappij, door gebruik te maken van de social
business model structuur als aangegeven in figuur 2.

2.

Ze daarnaast, focussen op hun toekomstgerichte rol en daarmee hun bestaansrecht.
Door ‘out of the box’ na te denken over de kansen die er in de markt liggen, is de
woningcorporatie in staat waardevolle business (nieuwe verdienmodellen) en
samenwerkingen op te zetten.
Vanuit de innovatieve; integrale, maatschappelijke, multidisciplinaire en dynamische
benadering van het business model, zijn er nieuwe kansen en ontwikkelen inzichtelijk
gemaakt voor de woningcorporatie. Het resultaat toont aan dat het inzichtelijk maken van
toekomstgerichte, business georiënteerde en strategische besluiten voor de
woningcorporatie, leiden tot complexe en integrale systemen. Daarnaast bieden deze
systemen brede kansen voor zowel wetenschap als praktijk en zou het erg waardevol zijn
absolute en dynamische inzichten te verkrijgen in de invloedrijke variabelen op het business
model van de woningcorporatie of elk andere organisatie.
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